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FE MEW MEXSCAN
4JWi4 FE, NEW MEXKO, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1912.

IS THIS

ROOSEUELT IS
FOR RECLAIMING
ALL OUR LANDS

A SAMPLE

CHINO

COPPER

DYNAMITE WAS
TOO CLOSE TO
HIS HOME

j. P.

CO. MAY BE

200

JVO.

MORGAN SAYS

Salt Lake City, Oct. 3. Victor Falkd
Indianapolis, lnd., Oct. S. L Fore-- '
cnau of Chicago, in the discussion that
man, Muncie, lnd., today was excused
from jury duty in the trial of the
opened the laBt day's session of the
twentieth
International
"dynamite case' because he had form-Irrigation
ed an opinion as to the guilt of the
congress, advocated the transfer of
the machinery now in use of the Pandefendants.
ama canal upon the completion of
"I formed my opinion because right!
the canal to the headwaters of the
bohind my house at Muncie was an-Mississippi to improve that waterway. BIG NEW MEXICO
CONCERN
IS other empty house in which the Mc-His suggestion
Namaras and Ortie McManigal stored
precipitated a disBY UNION LEADERS dynamite and nitro glycerine,"
THREATENED
cussion that Indicated that the consaid; HE ADMITS MAKING
THAT MET THEOWILL MAYOR SELLERS AND THE RECEPTION COMMITTEE
CONTRIBUTIONS
IN 1904, AND DECLARES HIS SOLE
Foreman.
"I couldn't help forming
gress was in favor of the undertaking.
BINGHAM
WITH
A
AT
SYMPA- - an
The
from
too
communication
came
It
alter
that.
following
impression
OBJECT WAS FOR GOOD OF NATION AND OF PEOPLE, AND THAT HE
DORE ROOSEVELT AT THE TRAIN AND WHO KNOW THAT HE WENT DIRECT
Cclonel Theodore Roosevelt was read
near home." That was the house,
THETIC STRIKE
HAD NO POLITICAL FAVORS TO ASK FROM ANYONE
FROM HIS CAR TO PLATFORM PERMIT IT TO PASS UNCHALLENGED?
by Dr. Falkenau:
according to McManigal, the explos-- j
ives were hidden, and the children
"Through you I wish to congratulate the congress on its work. I most
Bingham, Utah, Oct.
Telegrams used to break into it to play. Senearnestly believe that we are as yet from Charles H. Moyer, president of ator J. W. Kern, counsel for the deIS THAT THE KIND OF TREATMENT
only on. the threshold of accomplish- the Western Federation of Miners, fense, asked the veniremen whether CHARGE
MADE BY RUSSELL IS
ing through irrigation all that can be and A. L. Wilde, business agent of they sympathize with the corpora-fe.-'which
in
tions
would
to
break
the
the Steam Shovelmcn's Union, to the
up
accomplished
country. I
try
THE METROPOLIS WILL GIVE US? it is necessary for the nation to un- effect that the tie-uat Ely, Nevada, labor unions.
DENIED BY BIG FINANCIER HIMSELF
dertake as part of a well considered was complete, 'were received this
The answers were negative. Senageneral scheme the work of utilizing morning by federation officers in tor Kern indicated the point would be
our waters, treating in connection charge of the Bingham strike. J. C. brought in the trial that the National
Is the Albuquerque spirit a dead letter? Can as distinguished a man as with one another the irrigation of the Lowney, executive board member, Erectors' association, after declaring
Washington, D. C, Oct. 3. J. Pier-pon- t had guided him in making contribuColonel Theodore Roosevelt not visit Albuquerque, speak there, conduct him- arid lands and semi-arilands, drain- gave out this statement this morn- for the open shop in 1900, broke off
a willing witness tions to political parties.
Morgan
self as a gentleman there, and still not escape the usual dose of mud that age of the swamp lands, the utiliza- ing: "Tie up complete. Not one relations with the iron workers' un- today before proved
the Clapp committee inThe testimony of Mr. Morgan suption
so
water
men
ever
unfortunate
the
who
in
of
been
of
have
in
all
behalf
district."
thrown
ion.
is constantly being
power
upon
working
that of Mr. Sheldon yesterday
vestigating
campaign
expenditures
ported
the
anat
of
A jury to try the dynamite cases
From Mr. Wilde Yauco Terzich,
large, the protection
public
as to visit the city of Albuquerque on political missions?
to that the
and
testified
he
had
Harriman fund of
$150,000
given
These are questions that friends of Theodore Roosevelt and members of our people from floods, and the stor- other executive board member re- was empaneled this afternoon. Judge the republican campaign of 1904 and 1904 had been raised as an emergency
of
flood
waters
so
as
to
the
"Shovmake
the
ceived
age
of
the
Anderson
to
as
following
result
ordered
Mexico
are
the
the
New
telegram:
publicaasking
the progressive party in
prosecution
$30,0(10 to the republican campaign of fund to help the New York state com
tion in an insignificant newspaper in Clinton, Missouri, of a story so absolute- rivers navigable highways at all sea- el men have struck. Support Bing- begin and District Attorney Miller 190S.
mittee. Mr. Morgan said he undersons."
without
ham strike
argument."
prepared to present the opening statestood
ly untrue and filled with such evident malice that its source can only be
that to be the fact when he gave
In
Mr.
an
hour's
questioning
Morgan
Mr. Terzich said it had not been ment.
The charges assessed upon settlers
guessed at. The Clinton paper credits it to an individual by the name of
denied emphatically the charge by $50,000 to the fund November 1, 1904.
or
he
whether
decided
should
Lowney
as
the
of
result
The name of the American Federagovernment reclama
Harold Pierce, a son of Rev. J. N. Pierce of Clinton, Mo. Where the said
Mr. Horriman had said It was raised
go to Chino, New Mexico, to look af- tion of, Labor came up for mention at Charles Edward Russell, of New York,
Harold Pierce got his information is likewise a matter to which Albuquerque tion work was brought up for general ter the strike
the request of President Roosevelt.
at
once
President
Roosevelt
that
had
nor
organization there,
Mr. Duell, when called to the stand,
should attend, if that city longer desires to retain a shred of respect and of discussion by J. S. Hoagland of North when the departure would take place. the opening of the trial. Mr. Miller telephoned for a campaign contribureferred to the labor organization with tion and he declared he never had
Platte, Nebraska, who argued that
.support from the balance of the state.
any said he knew of no contribution by
The situation at Bingham shows no
regard to Frank M. Ryan, a defend- communication with President Roose- John D. Archbold under that name.
The New Mexican takes this occasion to brand the story as absolutely the water users were made to bear change.
ant, saying Ryan's position as presi- velt and asserted that he knew of no
He knew that there had been sevuntrue and thereafter, it leaves the matter with the city of Albuquerque, at too heavy a burden.
CITIZENS CARRY FLAGS.
a
Iron
the
dent
of
him
workers
gives
eral
contributions of $100,000 each
John Fairweather of Fresno, Calif.,
whose request, the progressive party waived its rights and requested Colonel
in
conferences
among financial men
Lawrence, Mass., Oct. 3. A moncom- replied that if the people paid back
place in the executive board of the 1904 or 190S to agree on supporting re and that the insurance companies had
Roosevelt to visit there as the city's guest and permitted a
ster parade of citizens as a counter American
O.OOO.
Federation of Labor.
mittee to receive him. The magnificent manner in which Colonel Sellers every dollar expended by reclamation demonstration of the recent parades
publican or democratic presidential! e8ch &lven
"Did you know any members of
candidates.
and his able assistants, carried out the reception to Mr. Roosevelt left noth- service the land would be worth under the auspices of the Industrial
the Standard Oil company beside Mr.
J. P. Morgan was the first importing but praise for them with the progressives and they ought now, in justice many times more than the money
Workers of the World, is to be h Hd HUMAN FIEND
Archbold woh contributed to thu 1004
ant
to Colonel Roosevelt and his friends in this state, take a quick and deter
to
witness
His
aphere under the auspices of the city
testify today.
campaign?"
MURDER
ADMITS
in
is
as
it
the
Here
as
this.
matters
mined stand about such
story
appeared
Senator Francis G. Newlands urged government.
pearance, close on George R. Shel"I thing H. H. Rogers contributed,
don's
sensational
of
the Clinton (Mo.) Democrat. Is that the Albuquerque spirit?
GIRL
LITTLE
OF
yesterfor a more tolerant spirit toward the
testimony
but I do not know the amount.''
A resolution pasted by the board
Are the members of that reception committee, Congressman Fergusson, reclamation service.
day, when the treasurer of the repubMr. Duell said that Mr. Bliss told
of aldermen discuases at length the
lican national committee for the him in 1904, most of the banks and
Bronson M. Cutting, D. A. Macpherson and others on that platform with
3.
If
"Men in the reclamation service," Industrial situation, which i3 characOct.
the
story
Detroit, Mich.,
Theodore Roosevelt, Crooks?
he said, "are the servants of the peo- terized as a crisis. It then calls on which George Brown Spengler told present republican campaign and the trust companies in New York City
LOST 5,000.
last, swore that the late Cornelius N.I had contributed
to the republican
ple, and I believe are trying to serve all citizens to Join in a "patriotic Wednesday night proves to be the Bliss had
him records which campaign;
shown
1900
in
fewer of
Former Clintonlan Disgusted With Roosevelt.
that
the
crime
of
which
a
their masters with honesty and eff- demonstration by marching through truth,
mystery
bore evidence that Mr. Morgan's firm them had contributed.
Like his father, Rev. J. N. Pierce, of Clinton, Harold Pierce, who iciency." There is
one way to the streets and displaying the Ameri- has puzzled Detroit police and detec- was one of four which had
only
contributed
Judge Duell said contributions in
is practicing law in Albuquerque, New Mexico, is a progressive repub- conduct a collective work and that is can
flag in place of the red flag of tives for nearly three years has been
y
lican. But neither of them has any use for Roosevelt and both will on the same basis as a successful the Industrial Workers of the World". cleared. Spengler, a laborer, 30 years ($100,000 each to the republican war. 1004 were collected by E. T. Stotes-burIn Philadelphia; Charles Dawes
of 1 004, was expected to develop,
chest
in
vote for Wilson.
was
connection
with
arrested
private enterprise. I bespeak the tol- October 12 Is proposed as the date of old,
in Chicago; George Von L. Meyer,
Rev. Pierce shows the Democrat the following letter from Harold erance of the
the murder of 12 year old Matilda more testimony along that line.
people for the service. the demonstration.
One other witness was on the list now secretary of the navy, in New
was
found
whose
mutilated
written September 21, immediately after Roosevelt had spoken there:
Reis,
body
I bespeak your faith in them for they
and Andrew Mills in New
in an alley near her home last Tues- for today. He was Judge Charles H. Fngland,
"Roosevelt spoke here Wednesday and lost 5,000 votes. When are endeavoring to serve us well."
York.
reof
treasurer
assistant
Duell,
the
while
Roosevelt'
to
one
NEW YORK IS
waiting
the train reached the depot
kept every
day night. He confessed not only
Other contributions he remembered
Henry S. Graves, IT. S. forester,
campaign fund in 1904. The
having killed and mistreated the child, publican
he went across the street to a cheap saloon and took several drinks spoke on the "Nation and States in
CENTER
MURDER
committee wanted to ask Judge Duell were:
also
mistreated
others
the
he
six
some
but
told
only
differ
drinks,
police
people say
of whiskey. Reports
Dr. Duvld Jayne Hill, former amhad seen any records showing
Forestry."
OF THE NATION and murdered Helen Brown, 11 years ifthehenames
three.
bassador to Germany, $2,000.
of
contributors
any
large
is
the
"Lumbering
exploitatoday
old, whose body was found in a coal to
"There is a bar in the depot hotel and if Roosevelt did not want tion of
Whitelaw Reid, ambassador to Great
the republican fund in that. year.
not its production,"
"
yard on December
to send the porter after a drink, he could have gone there unobserved.. said Mr. timber.,
$10;000.
Oct'.
New
Britain,
out
of
His'
York,
on
first
the
witness
Graves. The country is now
IT. S. Steel corporation, $10,000.
Four other girls have been attack stand for appearance
but he thought he was making a hit with the real westerner who
about every 100,000 New Yorkers are
Mr.
apyears,
many
Morgan
or
fire
consuming
losing through
"Was there any fund to Rogers or
'goes in the front door,' up to the bar and orders what he wants like three or four times what is actually murdered, according to figures gath ed in Detroit in the last thirteen peared willing to answer fully all
Archbold or the Standard Oil comone of them was permanently
months,
a man.' He had a patch three inches square on his coat and wore
an
ered
insurance
here.
testiHe
confirmed
the
by
journal
questions.
The end would be soon in
grown.
steel rimmed glasses more grand standing. His speech was very
The statistics covering a score of injured, and the others less seriously mony yesterday of George R. Sheldon, pany?" asked Senator Penrose.
if our problem of forestry were
sight
"I never heard of any refund, and
then
and
mouth
his
Mexican
'He
thought
one
said,
opened
the larger cities of the country show, hurt. Spengler admits responsibility that he had given $100,000 to the re- I never
poor; as
left to private owners."
heard of any receipts."
for two of these offenses. In each
the longest time before he said anything!' However, I blamed his
national fund of 1904 and
publican
however, that New York is a very
"To the Harriman
fund," Judge
was attacked as she nHflprt that ho lntpr crava S.",n flflO tn
child
the
in
case,
he
him.
had
on
bad
the
whiskey
with
other
poor speech partly
good place compared
Mr. Harriman had given $50,- thought
home.
in
her
Wedneslay
asleep
before
state
in
this
parents'
were
the
"Harriman" fund of
very strong
"The progressives
SITUATION IN
American communities. The rates of
For more than a year, a succession $240,000, raised for the New York 000; Senator Depew or H. McTwombly
I
homicides per 100,000 of population
day but have nearly all changed since. T. R. was the worst frost
He
$50,000 and M. Morgan $50,000.
MEXICO
STILL
on
women
has
and
of
attacks
'
girls
state committee.
' ever saw. He had on the platform with him two or three crooks who
for some of the others as follows:
did not know the other contributors.
Woofficials.
local
police
mystified
editorial
an
I
am
Mr.
no
contribuasserted
IS CHAOTIC Washington 9, Chicago 10, San Fran- men have been knocked down and
enclosing
Morgan
were kicked out of the republican party.
Judge Duell said he had been mantion had ever been given by his firm ager of Colonel
cisco 14, St. Louis x5.5, Nashville
from what was the leading progressive paper In the state that tells
Roosevelt's
dark
into
alleys.
dragged
or himself with the idea of securing
in New York this year but
3.
the exact truth. So when you read of T. R.'s Wonderful work in the
Senor Zeferino 35.3, Savannah, Ga.,.37.8, Charleston,
Chicago, Oct.
any favors thereby. He was especially had handled no funds.
west, discount it 1,000 per cent.
Dominguez, the choice of the Mexican S. C, 42.3, Memphis, Tenn., 63.4.
interested in the 1904 campaign, he
The committee adjourned
at 10
"I saw a man from California and he said California people feel revolutionists for the presidency, stopIn England and Wales in 1909, with SULZER TO HEAD
said, solely for the welfare of the o'clock this morning until tomorrow
in
Mexico."
New
in
lasf
on
his way a population of 35,756,000 the percentped
Chicago
night
just as we do
DEMOCRATIC SLATE country and the people at large. That when Colonel Roosevelt will be a
The newspaper clipping Mr. Pierce refers to is from the Albu- to Washington where he hopes to age of homicide was only 0.8.
duck"
"dead
enter
a
in
a
Roosevelt
IN NEW YORK was the only Interest, he said, that witness.
denominates
intervention
It
protest
against
Journal.
editorially
ONE
CANCER
KILLS
querque
Wil-- - Mexico
on
will
the
vote
of
the
United
for
Mexico
New
of
part
OUT OF SEVEN.
and predicts the decent progressives
States. "The Madero government has
son or Taft.
New York, Oct. 3. Dr. E. A. Bash-forSyracuse, N. Y., Oct. 3. When the
been
a
total
FOREIGN MINERS
Dominguez.
of the London Imper- democratic state convention
director
End of story as it was published in the Clinton Democrat, i Wjll the two "Where Diaz failure,"us said
GREEKS ARE ORDERED
a dynasty, Ma- ial Cancer research fund and the foregave
rethe
work
or three persons who happened to hear Roosevelt in Albuquerque substan- dero has given
DO
NOT
KNOW
today
principal
OF
us
The
tyranny.
work? Will they
most English authority on cancer,
for it to do was the completiate this excellent display of a certain kind of newspaper Spanish-Americapeople of Mexico are now ready to said In an address before the Ameri- maining
THE SAFEGUARDS
TP JOIN THE COLORS
tion
of
nominations
for state officers.
tell us what "Mexican" was at Albuquerque so that our
the
in
hands
which
government
place
citizens will be able to know him in the future? This is a nice piece of work. will guide the nation to peace and can Pathological society here that William Sulzer, representative in concures
practically all of the
Indianapolis, lnd., Oct. 3. Federal
Who did it?
prosperity. We feel that the United of cancer announced within the last gress from New York City for eigh- control
of marriages and divorces was
teen years, was last night nominated
States intervention is near and it is few
SERVIANS
AND
MONTEDULGARIANS,
years are worthless.
recommended
by Mrs. Orville T.
on
for
to
the
fourth
ballot
and
realit.
mission
We
governor
my
prevent
IN THIS COUNTRY
of
He added that the only means of later Martin H.
NEGRINS
who
ORDERED
mayor of Milwaukee, was scheduled ize that European powers will sooner
addressed
the
Chicago,
Bright,
forGlynn of Albany,
to make the principal argument for
or prolonging the life of a mer state
Fourth National Conservation conTAFT ELECTORS
pr later force the United States to saving
TO FIGHT TURKEY
controller, and Mr. Sulzer's
the Taft adherents while Raymond that step and we as fully realize that person afflicted with the disease is
gress
today as the representative of
was
rival
for
first
place,
leading
the National Congress of Mothers.
Benjamin, assistant to the attorney it would be a calamity to both na by operation.
CALIFORNIA BARRED general, represented Jordan.
"Cancer kills one man in every named for lieutenant governor.
Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, director of the
New York, Oct. 3. The steamer
tions.''
In one hundred
national bureau of mines, declared Macedonia, scheduled to sail for
The court in its decision, may or
Mexico City, Mex., Oct. 3. Three seven," he said.
GOVERNMENT
WANTS
six members each, equally
conservation in the mining industry Pieraeus with 2,000 passengers aboard
may not pass upon the constitution- American citizens were rescued by ru- families of
A COLORADO ROAD.
divided between the sexes, about 64
OF
IN HANDS
WAS
rale
of
state
depends on two reforms, safeguard- was commandeered just before sailfrom
the
rebels
ENTIRE QUESTION
the
much
guards
today
pri
disputed
ality
3.
acof
cent
will
10
Los
or
die
Oct.
An
more
than
per
Angeles, Calif.,
the miners' lives, both as regards ing time today by the Green consul
I an
as they were being compelled at
ing
for
law.
the
just
mary
Attorneys
HAS
AND
DECISION
THERE
COURTS
cancer. It is an important cause of tion in which the United States gov- accidents and health conditions
and
at this
wing of the party, did not plan to at- the muzzle of rifles to write letters death from 35 years on, getting rapid- ernment is
All. the passento friends in the capital asking for
seeking to exercise the by stopping the waste of mine pro- generalwith their port.
SHUT THEM OFF TICKET
tack the constitutionality of t?.e s
were hurgers
baggage
so
Cancer
increases.
more
as
ly
age
vast
over
the
right of eminent domain
ducts.
money for their ransom. The men
as their main argument.
riedly sent ashore and the vessel preA. B. Skelen, L. J. Slattery and now is becoming more frequent in estates of the late General Palmer of
were
He said 75 per cent of the miners pared to sail at once for PhiladelThe date for filing nomination peti- C.
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 3. PresiColorado is pending today in the fed- were
J. Miller. They are civil engineers young persons.
but were it otherspeaking and did phia to take on a cargo of ammunident Taft will be without representa- tions has expired,would
were
on
p.nd
eral courts of Los Angeles. The gov- not know of the safeguard
engaged
railway survey
closed
still
be
that
outlet
tion.
wise,
election
in
the
tion from California
work when they were captured by the TWO CENT LIMIT
ernment wants the Goose Creek road,
to the Taft electors, for the minority rebels and taken
The Macedonia will return to New
to a camp near
college. Not a vote for him can be
Wheel
from
south
Wagon
leading
ON CONSCIENCE
of
miles southeast
Irion In HHnat-a- l
cast in the state, unless it be written convention which nominated them deYork, the consul general said, for the
frtlnra
thirty
to
here. Their captors Insisted that they
in. By decision of the state supreme cided not to circulate petitions but
reservists of Greece and the Balkan
FUND GOES ON through Hot Springs and down to- TURKEY FINDS
court today, electors pledged to him rely on their membership in the na- were probably spies of newspaper
states who plan to sail on her to take
ward the government forest reserve
NEW
IN
FOES
nomiwhose
men, in either case they should be
cannot appear on the November bal- tional republican party,
part in the threatened war with Turon the continental divide, declared a
nees at the Chicago convention they shot. A body of federal guards made
Washington, D. C, Oct. 3. After
THE BALKANS key.
lot as republicans.
in
road
The
public
dispute
highway.
an opportune attack on the rebel giving personal attention to the let
were supporting.
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 3.
not more than five miles long, is the
The Greek consul announced today
'
The constitutionality of the state camp and the prisoners were aban- ter of A. Decorah, Iowa man, who de--i
"Whether or not there shall be any
3.
Oct.
Severe
use
could
road
London,
he had received a cablegram
that
the
fighting
government
only
doned
the
mind
rebels.
sires to ease his
by
by paying the
Taft electors upon the November bal- primary law was not involved in the
as an outlet for the forest reserve. between Turkish and Servian troops from his government instructing him
of
two
United
States
cents,
3.
Oct.
Secretary
Mexican
Laredo,
Texas,
.their
lots in this state depends upon the proceedings today. Because of
The Palmer estate has refused to per- is reported to have occurred on the to notify all the Greek reservists l:i
before the court, as petition rebels said today to have been corn- - the Treasury MacVeagh today remov- mit its use for
southeastern frontier of Servia in a the United States to return to their
ruling of the state supreme court on position
on
lugging purposes.
cents
of
five
ed
limit
minimum
the
ers, the Taft attorneys could not bring mauded by General Tascual Orozco,
from Belgrade, received bv colors. Similar notices were receivdispatch
& question argued before It today.
United
District
States
Attorney a news
are reported to have been defeat "conscience fund" contributions. The
here. The Turks are ed
agency
The issue Is presented to the court it up but they stated after the decis- Jr.,
counKelly of Colorado is the leading
by leaders of the Bulgarians, Sered in one of the most serious battles letter reads:
said to have lost 30 killed and many
in the form of an application by at- ion that it would be brought up after of the rebellion
sel
here
for
vians
and Montenegrins. It is estithe
government.
"Onkle
Sam,
near Muzquiz, Coathe November election.
wounded, while the Servian casualties mated
torneys for the Taft republican orthat there are 100,000 men of
"United States Treasury.
federals brought ninety
The
huila.
are
two
AN
DIES.
out
as
ELECTOR
killed
and
given
eight the four nationalities In this country
i send you 2 cents which I ONE IS KILLED I.N
ganization of the state seeking to
"I
to
wounded
and
dead
3.
JohnA.
hereby
E.
last
wounded.
P.
Oct.
Monterey
Reno, Nev.,
have made permanent as alternative son,
BAD WRECK.
who are capable of bearing arms.
one of the three democratic can- night. No accounts of the rebel losses owe you by mistake, i were sending a
A detachment of 300 Turkish
solwrit obtained some days ago direct- didates for
little article with the mall and put a
Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. i. One pass- diers, according to the
been
have
The
and
electors
federals,
reported.
crospresidential
dispatch,
r
HUNGER STRIKE IS
ing Secretary of State Frank C. Jor- a prominent attorney of the state, commanded by General Blacquet, lip of writin in with. I after sum time enger was killed and 55 others Injur- sed into Servian
territory and in the
I
SUCCESSFUL IN PRISON.
dan to designate on the ballot as re- died suddenly at his home at Elko, numbered 6000. Orozco had 4000
thought I did not do right and regret. ed today In the wrec of a street neighborhood of the town of Vranya
3.
The
So excuse me."
Dublin, Oct.
"hunger
publicans the presidential electors Nevada, this morning.
car, whose brake gave way as it was encountered a body of Servian infantnamed by the Taft adherents in the
That steps will be taken to have
running down Greenfield avenue hill. ry. An engagement ensued which strike'' brought about the parole from
jail today of another militant suffconvention which followed their bolt Johnson's place on the democratic
A LONE FIGHT.
After going eight blocks, the car left lasted an hour.
RICH BROKER ARRESTED.
The prison
ragette, Gladys Evans.
from the republican legislative con- ticket filled is not known. The time
Denver, Colo., Oct. 3. Candidates the rails and struck a telephone pole.
officials
the
advised
doctors
prison
national
and
the
leaders
of
vention at Sacramento controlled by for filing the names of candidates has
3.
progressive The scores of men and women pass- PERKINS STATUTE DEDICATED.
Boston, Mass., Oct.
Stephen R.
that Miss Evans' condition had become
Roosevelt supporters. The Roosevelt expired and Just what method will be Dow, head of the Stephen R. Dow and party in Colorado this afternoon de engers were tossed Into a crushed
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 3.
very grave and the order releasing
men have protected their ticket by Invoked In this particular case has company, brokers, which- failed a few cided not to fuse with any party or and bleeding heap. The more seri- Mayor
Avery, members of the city her on "license" was issued this morn
was
The
decision
candidate.
accordany
in
not
been determined.
obtaining enough petitions
council and park commission, togeth- ii.g.
days ago, was arrested', today on a reached at a conference attended by ously injured were taken to
ance with the state primary law to. InBRYAN WELCOMED.
warrant charging him with the lar- candiates
er with about 200 leading citizens of
Miss Evans will be compelled to releaders
and
repreparty
sure a place on the ballot whatever
Concordia, Kans., Oct 3. W. J. ceny of $100,000 from the Franklin
a
Colorado
dedicated
Springs,
port
periodically to the authorities
today
62
45
in
the
of the
counties
senting'
the court's findings. The Taft. nu--n, Bryan, was given an enthusiastic wel- Mining company.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 3. The con- bronze memorial tablet to the memory during the remainder of the term of
was
to
state.
effect
A
resolution
this
however abandoned a similar plan come on his arrival here today. Busias one of the leaders ex- dition of James J. Corbett, who was of the late Charles Elliott Perkins, five years to which she was sentenced
and should the court rule against ness houses were closed and schools Roosevelt. The democrats, he said, adopted,
set at rest rumors that operated on for appendicitis here donor of the Garden of the Gods, to on August 7 on the charge of setting
"to
plained,
them there would be no Taft ticket dismissed. He speaks forty minutes, had done more to bring about good have been current in the last few Tuesday, was Improved today, accord- the city. The memorial is inserted In fire to the Theatre Royal here the day
in the field in California at the gen- repeating his attacks upon the poli- times and a progressive government days that a fusion proposal was being ing to the attending physicians. They the huge gateway rock on the north before Premier Asquith was to speak
in the theatre on home rule.
eral election. David S. Rose, former cies of President Taft and Colonel than any other party.
side of the east entrance.
now hope for a speedy recovery.
considered by the progressives."
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
HERE AT HOME.

The Little Store

It is testimony like the following
that has placed Doan's Kidney Pills so
far above competitors. When people
right here at home, raise their voice
in praise there is no room left for
doubt. Read the public statement of
a Santa Fe citizen:
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo St., Santa
CV, N. 51., says: "I deem it a pleasure
to confirm the public statement I .gave
in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills about
seven years ago. I found them to be
an excellent remedy and I 'have never
ihesitated to vouch for their merit
when an opportunity has been presented. For two years I was in bad shape
from backache and kidney trouble and
when Doan's Kidney Pills were
brought to my notice, I resolved to
try them. I procured a box and they
not only drove away bachache, but
regulated the passages of the kidney
Becretions and, toned up my entire
system."
For sale by alt dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

the

" Soltaire " Goods. Always the Leader

INTER

GROCERY

CD

8outhern Corner Plaza, 8anta Fe. Telephone No. 40.
ALL
CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

WITH

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

n

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For
All kinds

SEED.

ALFALFA

of flowers, garden

&

field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone Black

45

LEO HERSCH

fiT"
I

PORTLAND CEMENT

Ph045

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
JJ Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
ifard

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

xws"iSSftfiE

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

s

139

LIVERY RIGS.

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J.

R. CREATH,

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN,

Prop.

Telephone II.
Doors Below F. Andrew! Store.

Two
Regular Meals

310 Sao Fracisco

St'

SANTA FE, N. M.

OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

cents.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c
Short Orders at All Honrs.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
ifrench Noodle Order 10c a dlsa,
Maw York Chop Suty 60c.
25

SEPTEMBER WAS

STOCK FOOD.

INTERNATIONAL

MOODY'S STAGE LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on tha arrival of
tha north bound train and arrivaa at
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Ten mllea shorter than any othar

hacks and good
way. Good cover
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Taams
furnished commercial man to take In
tha surrounding towns. Wh Knbwds

THE SYSTEM IN FREE ADVICE

Santa Fe Citizens Gladly Testify and
Confidently Recommend Doan's
Kidney Pills.

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

DRY. COLD AND
VERV SUNNV
September just psfst has been an
unusually dry month, for there was
only one September In the history of
tne local weather bureau with less
precipitation. That was in the year
1892 when there was but a trace.
September was a cold month, however, 2.5 degrees below the normal.
There was only one September on
record with a lower mean tempera-- I
ture and that was in the frigid year
of 1880 when the mean temperature
of its ninth month registered 55.8
degrees.
The sunshine of the past month
was 88 per cent or 9 per cent above
the normal amount. There were 1J
days with 100 per cent of sunshine
and only 5 days with less than 75
per cent, ine cloudiest day was
September 11 with 44 per cent. The
warmest day was September 2 with
77 degrees and the coldest was September 21 when the mercury went
down to 58.
According to the weather observa
tion the number of days classed as
clear were 22; partly cloudy, 7, and
cloudy, 1.
There were thunderstorms on September 4, 8, 10, 12; a light frost on
the 18th, and a heavy frost on 21, 22,
23 and 25.
Summed up September was a dry
month, a cold month, and "a sunny
month. This may mean a paradoxical but not to the people of Santa Fe
who know that because this city has
sunshine is no evidence that It is bothered with a tropical climate.
H. E. Archer, merchant of West-oveAla., states "My boy had a
severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
severe he could not get out of bed for
a week. The first few doses of
r,

Foley's Honey and Tar relieved him
and before we had given him the contents of one bottle, he was well.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound' is
kept continually in our house. It is
perfectly safe and effective," For sale
by all Druggists.
LIKELY

TO FORGET.

The story comes up from Hachita
of a Mexican invasion of Grant count-t- y
the first of the week. The first
that was known of the invasion was
when some United States soldiers discovered a couple of Mexican rebels
driving a bunch of Diamond A cattle
toward the border. The soldiers mixed
it with the invading Mexican army,
and succeeding in killing one of the
invaders and arresting the other one.
The man arrested was turned over to
the civil authorities, and he was held
to await the action of the grand jury.
He was brought through here Monday on the way to Silver City, where
ho will be kept in jail until the grand
jury meets, by which time it is probable that the district attorney will
have forgotten all about the case, and
the Mexican vwill be discharged.
Lordsburg Liberal.

TO SICK WOMEN

M'KINLEY IS

The Original

TENDING

THEY

SHOW

FIELDS

"HOW

WILL

BEAR."

(By A. T. Hannett.)
Gallup, N. M., Oct. 3. I take plas-ur- e
in furnishing you the following

information:
The
rs
..--
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Fuel company,
anrl OYititin
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the state of Maine, owns approximate- ly 13,000 acres of coal land in McKin
ley county, according to the records of
the tax collector of said county, of
which 1030 acres are assessed and
taxed as coal land, the remainder is
taxed as grazing land, or land "worked
out." Ttie former is assessed at the
rate of $30.00 per acre, and the latter
at the rate of 40 cents per acre. The
total assessed valuation of said com- pany's property for the year 1911 was
The total amount of taxes
$."1(1,535.
by said company was $1,348.71 as"
shown by pages 2, 3 and o2 of the
assessment roll for the year 1911, in
the office of the treasurer and collector of McKinley county. The total
improvements assessed for the year
1911 on said land, are assessed at
page 52 assessment roll of year
$10,-flo-

1911.
JAiel company
The
owns all of the property at Gibson,
Navajo and Heaton in said county, including the dwellings of its employes
and their families, with the exception
oi the stare, slaughter house, club
house and a few insignificant propVictor-America-

n

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

Women suffering from any form of female ills are invited to communicate
promptly with the woman 's private correspondence department of the Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.
Your letter will be opened, read and
answered by a woman and held in strict
A woman can freely talk of
confidence.
her private illness to a woman; thus has
been established a confidential correspondence which has extended over
many years and which has never been
broken. Never have they published a
testimonial or used a letter without the
written constnt of the writer, and never
has the Company allowed these confidential letters to cret out of their possession,
'hundreds of thousands of them in
their files will attest.
Out of the vast volume of experience
which they have to draw from, it is more
than possible that they possess the very
knowledge needed in your case. Noth-- !
ing is asked in return except your good
will, and their advice has helped thou- sands. Surely any
woman, rich or poor,
should be glad to
I a k e advantage of
thia generou3 offer
nf assistance.
dress Lydia E. Pink- ham Medicine Co.,
(confidential) Lynn,

Victor-America-

the advantagsstobehad
in Purchasing

STOMACH UPSET?

PPHM QAMTA FF ToFIPaso' Bisbee,
ll ID all points In New
riUlJl

Douglass and
Mexico, Ari

zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Ccast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

SOUR?

Fermentation.

That awful sourness, belching of
acid and foul gases; that pain in the
pit of the stomach, the heartburn,
nervousness, nausea, bloating after
eating, feeling of fullness, dizziness
and sick headache, means a disordered stomach, which cannot be regulated until you remove the cause. It
isn't your stomach's fault. Your
Btomach is as good as any.
Try Cascarets; they immediately
cleanse and regulate the stomach, re
move the sour, undigested and ferFor Rates and Full Information Address
menting food and foul gases; take the
excess bile from the liver and carry
Q F & P. AGENT,
off the constipated waste matter and
EL PASO, TEXAS
poison from the intestines and bowels. Then your stomach trouble is
A Cascaret
ended.
tonight will
out
a
you
by
morning
straighten
You cannot get up to date printing Tour orders are always assured perbox from any drug store will
sonal
attention.
Unless you have up to date materia!
keep your stomach sweet; liver and
Work for the New Mexican. It s bowels regular for months. Don't forThe New Mexican
and facilities.
for you, for Santa Fe and get the children their little insides
Printing company has both, and at working
need a good, gentle cleansing, too.
the same time expert mechanics. the new state.

The

Best
Route

'

EUGENE FOX,

10-ce-

YOU'LL BE GLAD

Miea doors are extra large fitted in recessed grooves, perfect tit.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy

the "Radiant".

HARDWARE COMPANY.

WOOD DAVIS
--

Phone

If

14.

FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This is the
stove for the homo, the office and all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
servicable and economical of all stoves.

Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone

14.

Why Import Mineral Water?
I

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET

THE

:

:

Maiden Buttee Mineral

Celebrated
Water,
Every woman ought to have
E.
Pinkham's
Lydia
All Kinds of Soda,
Text Book. It is not a book for
as
too
is
it
general distribution,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
expensive. It is free and only
obtainable by mail. Write for Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at:
it today.
KAUNE & CO.'S STORED PHONE 26.
80-pa-

ge

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO..

(li.ghtII
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the
ern
why all this light? To
homelike to make
more
make the home
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
ODS,

n

mod-home-a- nd

n

FOW
N

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and

your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad night" Estimates and full information cheeer fully given.

SANtA FE WATER

&

LIGHT CO.

S

0)

Askfort'lll-l'IIKR-TEK- S

The Tailor

BOV SCOUTS
Sluggish, Bowels Cause gases
Sourness and Food

AND

FOR HARD COAL

Rooms With Bath,

JULIUS

GASGARETS

a Coles.

BUY A COLES HEATER

Ad-pn- ld

n

Victor-America-

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
MjKt 10 ur Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you

-

ested in the movement of the Boy
Scouts of America and would like to
confer with some member of the counbecil in regard to the
tween the state and the various troops
erties.
At the fall election of 1911, there of Boy Sec; .8 located within its bor
Ie has directed me to write
were approximately 800 men register- ders.
Fuel com- tc you with a view of having a coned by the
Alin
either
an
at
ference
early date,
pany from its pay roll, all of whom
live on company property, in company bany or in New York. The latter
houses on said land, with their fam- place, hov iiver, would be dependent
upon his making the trip for other
ilies.
The Bartlett mine (the smallest and purposes.
"As you know, Governor Dix is ex-- )
least valuable of said company's
shafts or mines) together with the tremely interested in the matter of
land appurtenant, was sold to said conservation, especially as it affects
it is his belief
company by Stephen Canavan in the forest preservation, andcould
be of es
that the l:oy Scouts
year 1910 for $74,000. The
Fuel company owns the timable service to the commonwealth
to posterity could they be utilized
Navajo mines, the Gibson mines, the and
Heaton mines and the Weaver mines, in the detection and prevention of for
all of which are larger and more val- est fires. This, of course, would be
uable than the Bartlett mine or shaft. utilizing the scouts to the greatest
Gus Mullholland, who is now and possible benefit to the community and
has been for many years assessor for to themselves and were they to take
this . matter , earnestly and efMcKinley county, is notoriously pliant up
Fuel company ficiently, It might be possible to arto the
coand the Santa Fe Railway company. range in some way to obtain the
Whenever the fuel or railway com- operation of the state in some small
financial way.
panies desire evidence or affidavits to
"I trust that you will give this matofland
States
United
to
the
submit
ter
your immediate attention, conferGus
Mullholland;
fice, they call upon
until he has come to be known as "Af- ring with the proper officials of the
association and advising me in the
fidavit Gus."
matter at your earliest convenience."
senator
from
state
Gregory Page,
E. C. Hirst, state forester of New
this county, was during the year 1911,
the owner and proprietor of the Gallup Hampshire, has appealed to .the Boy
Scouts to"
forest fires. In
Telephone company. Mr. Page was a letter to extinguish
James E. West, Forester
not assessed, nor did he pay taxes on
"The following medals
his telephone property for the year Hirst says:
have been offered by the president of
1911, although the law of New Mexico
the forestry commission: One gold
required that each phone owned by a
three silver medals, five bronze
telephone company should be assess- medal, each
bearing the name of the
ed the sum of $15.00. An attempt was medals,
date and year, the in- the
recipient,
Mullholland
Assessor
oust
made to
of
Scouts of America
the
Boy
assess
signia
to
from office for hi3 failure
com-- !
the telephone company, but the then and the New Hampshire forestry comto be awarded by a
and
mission,
to
refused
district
attorney
acting
take action. Upon Mr. Vigil taking of- mittee consisting of the governor,
commis-- j
fice as district attorney, the term of state forester and the scout
scout
office during which Mr. Mullholland sioner designated by the chief
executive.
teleMr.
to
assess
Page's
had failed
"Great care should be taken in apphone company, had expired and it
was impossible to oust him from his praising the boys of the medals to lay
condition that all
present term of office for an offense emphasis upon the
reports on fires must be immediately
committed during a prior term.
A great majority of the property of made to the state officials first hand
is discovered
McKinley county is assessed far below and before its presence
of fire
that
others
and
the
starting
by
the
for
purassessment
the proper
carelessness will be equally as sepose of rewarding political favorities, by
or to protect the assessor's office from verely dealt with by the state
law suits; so that the fuel company
may not be forced to bear its proper
share of taxation.
PILLS
The school districts of McKinley CHICHESTER BRAND.
Ladles! Aak Tour lrssUt for i Jy
and
so
been
have
arranged
county
Ulaaond II rand
1'IIU in Red and Uoid netalllc
laid out by the school superintendent
rioxes, tealed wim Blue Ribbon.
no
other.
Rut nf ,M.
Take
and county commissioners, that the
ilnnlit
IAMONt ItRANIt FILLS, fir
school districts which comprise propyears known lis Best, Safest. Always Reltabla
n
Fuel comr rv nwir.r.isTS EVERVWHFRE
erty of the
$!
pany have included the railway prop
erty of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe Railway company, for several
miles each side of the town of Gallup,
MURALTER
which according to law should be a
district.
the
of
Gallup
part
Victor-America-

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

A Money andFuel Saver

Suggestions.

OUT OF IT ALL THE

GET

TRAFFIC

TO

Only Absolutely

By Common Sense

SOME INTERESTING DATA FROM COAl

AS

and

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

Thousands Have Been Helped

WORKING
CAMPS IN THE GALLUP

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

Victor-America-

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

OCT. 3, 1912.

THURSDAY,

AS PROTECTORS
TO FORESTS
The governors and the forest commissions of many states have appealed to the Boy Scouts of America to
help fight and prevent forest fires.
Governor John A. Dix, of New York
state, has asked the leaders of the
Boy Scouts of America to
with the state in the conservation of
the forest. The forest commission of
New Hampshire has offered medals
to the Boy Scouts of that state for
work done in suppressing or prevent
ing forest fires. As a result of his
request plans are being developed by
James E. West, chief scout executive
of the Boy Scouts of America, George
H. Merritt, Secretary of the editorial
board, and other leaders with a view
of training the Boy Scouts in the detection and prevention of such fires.
The idea of Governor Dix in regard to
the Boy Scouts is outlined clearly in
a letter written to the Boy Scouts of
Amercan by Hon. Eckford C. deKay,
military secretary to the governor,
Albany, New York, as follows:
"Governor Dix la extremely inter- -

Will clean, press repair

or

alter Ladies and

and

Gents' Custom

Gents'- - Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

I

Thirty years of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per it
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms 0
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath..

NOTICE

FOR

Washington Avenue.
Phone Black 223.'

Goods Called tor and Delivered.

on the 8th day of October, 1912.

PUBLICATION.

as witnesses:
names
Claimant
Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.;
of Lamy, N. M.;
New Mexico, Aug. 30. 1912. Jose Larranaga,
of Lamy, N. M.;
Fellberto
Martinez,
NOTICE is hereby given that
N. M.
Luciano
Lamy,
Ortega,
Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M., who.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
on March 8, 1906, made Homestead
Register.
Section
Entry No. 9011. for NW
11, Township 13 Ji.. Range 11 E , N. M
It will not pay you to waste your
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intentime
ea
r
Five-yeawriting out your legal forms
to
make
to
proof,
tion
tablish claim to the land above de- when you can get them already printMexican Printing
scribed, before Register or Receiver, ed at the New
D. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M, Company.
Department of the Interior,
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,

Eulogio

Su-san-

1--

101

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL

Made Suits, Overcoats,

Skirts or Riding Suits.

....

THURSDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

OCT. 3, 1912.

PAGj

HER BRAVERY uririAnur Pnl uTIDATLn

$25PiiblicDemand$25
We see the demand for strictly first class made to measure tailoring
at reasonable prices and we are there for we are going to give the
people of Santa Fe an opportunity to buy their clothing at low prices
by offering one of our

MISS

CLEMENTINE

MEXICO

1.

paying $40 or $50 for we will sell you at

$25.00

$25.00

This absolutely saves you the middleman's profit. Only by getting
a great many orders in and working to our capacity can we afford
to do this.
We have no shelf goods to work off, no old style fabrics but absolutely now cloths that were personally selected by the Capital Tailor.
Here is your opportunity to get a first class garment, cut and fit to
your measure at prices less than you can buy ready mades. Help
your own home industries by patronizing your home merchants.

A. E. SYUFY,
The
Capital Tailor,

East Side of Plaza,

-

IN

SCHOOL
AND

WENT

TWO REVOLUTIONS
MARRIED

Tuesday, Oct.
Starting
Suits or Overcoats that you have been

KNELING,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

HERE

WHO

This wonderful fruit laxative acts as
and bowel cleanser tonic
not as an irritant. Its action is natural and gentle no griping. It is delicious no dreading, it is positive
and prompt no waiting.
If your stomach is sour and filled
with vile gases, your head aches, or
you are bilious; nervous, dizzy, half
sick, your tongue coated, your thirty
feet of bowels clogged with waste not
pioperly carried off don't wait. Surely
take a teaspoonftil of delicious Syrup
of Figs tonight, and in the morning
all constipated waste, sour bile, gases
ard poisons will move on and out of
the system, gently but thoroughly no
nausea no weakness. In
griping--n-

EMPALMA

a liver

THROUGH

WAS QUIETLY

LAST

H. J. TEMPLE, SONORA

NIGHT

TO

RAILROAD

SUPERINTENDENT.

Speeding in a private car eastward
on their honeymoon with no shower
o rice or old shoes as a parting salute from Santa Fe friends, are H. J.
Temple, superintendent of the Sonora
railway witn neaaquarters

at

Jim--

1

palma, Mexico, ana his bnue, who was
until 5 p. m. yesterday Miss ciemen- -

tine Kneeling.
It is not often that a girl travels in
a private car on her honeymoon, but
that is the way Cupid arranged this
romance and its culmination in Santa
Fe.
When Mr. Temple's car, with large
Spanish gilt words on it, arrived on
a Biding night before last, there was
the usual interest manifested in a
man coming trom the seat of war.
Mr.
Shortly before noon yesterday
Temple was seen riding around the
city and when he reached his car
he received newspapermen and "unbosomed" himself in such a frank
manner about the Mexican
revolution that there was not a chemical
trace of suspicion that this railroad
I
man was indeed a Lochinvar.
have come down here to get my wife
who has been visiting
in
friends
Farmington," said Mr. Temple naively. He should have stated: "To get

IlUE5

DELICIOUS "SYRUP OF FIGS."

Removes the Scum Ft om the Tongue, Sweetens a Sour,
Gassy, Bilious Stomach; Cleanses Your Liver and
30 Feet of Bowels Without Gripe or Nausea.

HUSBAND
TAUGHT

SPECIAL SALES

TAKE

WON HER A

nil inilP

the old days people let these matters
run until they needed a large dose of
took something
physic, then they
severe, like castor oil, salts or cathartics, that meant abuse to the bowels.
These are the days of the gentle and
natural the days of Syrup of Figs.
This way you are not drugging yourself. Syrup of Figs being composed
entirely of lucious figs, senna and
aromatics can not cause injury.
Ask your druggist for "Syrup of
Figs and Elixir of Senna," and look
for the name, California Fig Syrup
Company on the label. This is the
genuine old reliable. Any other
Fig Syrup is an imitation often
meant to deceive you. Refuse such
with contempt.

.HREff

For FATHER

We've splendid Shoes of Dull or
Bright Leather; Shoes for Comfort and Durability; Shoes built
by Men's Shoe Specialists, and

guaranteed.
$3.50, $4.00,
$4.50, $5.00 and $6.00

FOR MOTHER
Street or House Shees. Regular or
Cut; Dull or Bright Leathers; Button or Lace Models; Handsome, Stylish
High

r

1

and Durable.

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50. $4.00

& $5.00.

d

FOR HARRY
Sturdy School Shoes;

Dull Calf, Black

they will return to Empalma if the
thirty improvised bridges.
are in good
Mr. and Mrs. Temple will spend bridges they have to
some weeks in the east and then shape.
J

NEWS OF THE STATE
WELL SALTED.
As long as salt can be scooped up
from the ground within easy traveling distance of town the people of
Vaughn need have no immediate
fear of falling into the clutches of
the salt trust. A salt vender with
a wagon load was offering what looked like a fair quality yesterday at
23c a bushel. Vaughn Reporter.
LEGAL

QUESTION.
If you bought, say, the Enterprise
Bakery, and had a bill of Bale acknowledging "full and sufficient payA

posed of a herd of 1,100 head of fine
Hereford cattle to R. Scott Cochran
of Plainview, Texas.
The price he
received is said to be the highest ever
paid for New Mexico cattle. The con
sideration of the deal has not been
made public, but it is understood that
the price was above $60 for cow and

or Tan; Button or Bloucher.
are

High-Cu-

Then there

Storm Boots; Good looking,

t

Comfortable,

but Very Strong

&

Durable

$1.50, $2.00, $2.50 & $3.00

FOR MARY

calf and over half that amount for
the dry stock. The sale included Mr.
Cottingham's entire lot of cows.

Nature Shaped Shoes.
ing feet.

Just right

for grow-

Soft Leathers and Low Heels.

Just

RIGHT YOU ARE.
the Shoe she ought to wear.
There is no town in the southwest
The utmost secrecy was maintained,
Mr. Temple requesting the minister, ment," and declaring that "the said that appreciates the value of printers'
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
and ink more than does Clovis, and the rethe Rev. B. Z. McCullough, not to Enterprise
bakery business
sults
are
to
mention the wedding to the newspa- privileges are turned over
$2.50 and $3.00
every where in evidence.
pers until the bride and bridegroom (you) in toto," would you call it your The Clovis business men have learnwere speeding eastward. Mr. Temple bp.kery? And if the man signing that ed to appreciate the value of news
chuckled as he told how he had document continued for weeks to paper advertising. A few may have
Come in and let us show you how we can
"fooled the reporters" telling them lunch on your buns and then refused tried to trim expenses and began by
to pay what would you call him?
war instead of romance news.
stopping their advertising patronage,
YOUR
but these few have lived to see the
There was no delay in getting the Melrose Index.
error
committed and most of them
marriage license from the county
MW, m SQ.FT.
TRAPPED 'EM.
clerk's office, though it is said the
have promptly returned to the use of
no
to
AMERICAN
Along in July a great swarm ot printers' ink. There is no better ad
deputy clerk's eyes bulged at the roll
PEERLESS
of bills the railroad magnate pulled flies invaded pur town but our citi- vertising in the world than newspa
out when he paid the fee.
zens, not being of the stamp to sub- per advertising and most of the bus!- You don't need to hire any expensive
mit tamely to any such imposition, ness men of Clovis know it. Good,
was
The
You
per
or
ceremony
wedding
carpenter.
your oldest boy could
formed at the Presbyterian manse by proceeded to build flytraps and kept well written and properly displayed
do it. PEERLESSooraes in rolls with nails
at 5:15 p. m. on at it until each business house had aas are sure winners, and is money
Rev. B. Z. McCullouch
and cement for laying free. It's known as the
The bridal couple started on their from one to several traps which thin- properly and judiciously expended.
toughest, most durable roofing ever made
ned out the flies rapidly and now at Clovis News.
wedding journey at 8:50 p. m.
cheaper in cost and tar more durable than the
the season when flies are most anold style roofings. Your roofing troubles will ROOFING
WHERE ROMANCE BEGAN.
end forever when you apply PEERLESS.
And the beginning of this romance? noying we have but few of them.
BRAKEMAN KILLED.
It. was down
Also unexcelled as a siding.
in Empalma, Mexico, Lake Arthur Times.
AMERICAN ROOHNC
Gome in and let us show:you a sample.
William R. Brown, a Santa Fe
i"MCir
where Miss Kneeling, a beautiful, athAsk for free booklet describing AKCOTIL12 JETAND ON END.
brakeman employed as part o a crew
letic looking American girl was teachTRAPPED LIONS WITH BEEF.
ornamental roofing.
Hank Hotchkiss, the expert trapper of a work train in service at
ing school. The work shops of the
was the victim of a fatal acci
Sonora railroad are in Empalma and of the Black range and Mimbres disMr. Temple spent a great deal of his trict, recently caught four mountain dent last Thursday morning when he
A. WINDSOR, SANTA FE, N. M.
time in that town. He became ac- lions by attaching his traps to the was caught between the cars and so
and legs of a cow and turning the animal badly crushed that death resulted a
quainted with Miss Kneeling
when he saw the courage she dis into the range to lure the lions which short time afterward.
played living through two revolutions are plentiful up in the Black range.
At the time of the accident, Brown
his admiration was changed into love. The first time he set the trap two was
handling a string of work cars
During the past few months, Miss good sized lions were his reward, and which were being pulled by means ot
Kneeling, whose home in somewhere the next night the same traps claimed a chain.
In attempting to fix this
in the east, possibly in Chicago, visit- as
their victims two more of the chain, the cars came together, catched a married sister living in Farm-ihgto7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 1912.
dreaded pests. Silver City
ing the unfortunate trainman and
San Juan county. Then she
across
him
crushed
the
chest
fearfully
came down to Santa Fe a few days
and back.
ago, awaiting the arrival of the priHIGHEST PRICE.
car
to
vate
a
Emergency treatment was given
which
had
such
travel
T.'ew York, Oct. 3.
val review to be held in the Hudson
"I love ni.v
Monday,
Opening Day
well
known him at Bluewater, but he died a few
Lon Cottingham,
a
a
distance,
long
passing
through
lit.
our
little
loves
was
And I know
River, beginning 'October 12,
disminutes later. Gallup Independent.
country and crossing some stockman of this city, has just
I am c.i'vincel that lie '.ovuu begun yesterday,
bov
when two battle
Tuesday,
Tnese runu.s of estriitw!,-i,,iships, accompanied by a receiving
and possible divorce cannot disturb ship, two destroyers and seven torWednesday, "Good Roads Day"
ine. I can keep my husband. If pedo boats arirved. One hundred and
thirty-eight
craft are to be reviewed.
a msn is Inclined to wander a little
Thursday,
Albuquerque Day
"New York today is worse than
trim the paths of strlc: convention
that should not be a ca5 of worry Sodom and Gomorrah and God's wrath
Firemen's Day
Friday,
to bis wife. It only msKes him more will smite upon it as it did upon them
?Ud to get home. I am very sure and smite it into nothingness.'' WilColumbus Day
that Mr. Heinze is not going to Keno liam McGlory, formerly "king of the
dive keepers" here, and known as the
to fck a divorce."
With those words, spoken not with "wickedest man," now reformed, is
Horse Racing, Airship Flights, Base Ball, Carnival Shows,
indifference, but with trustful con the author of that prophecy. He said:
Heinze, "The police are not what they used
fidence, Mrs. F. Augustus
EVERY DAY
wife of the former "copper king,-- ' to be," and he is afraid to venture
voiced
the
interesting out upon the streets at night.
yesterday
Even aviation has its bargain days
D. K. B. SELLERS,
L.eadth of view with which at least
FRANK A. STORTZ
one modern wife regards the martial now. So many persons visiting the
President.
relationship under modern conditions aerodome here wish to make a short
Secretary.
flight in one of the machines, that
ci Vie.
e the
Mrs. Heinze formerly was Mrs.
HIM.
Coffee
He had
taking up of passengers has be-- j
coffee for
Golden Henderson. She divorced come a recognized source of income
with some of the airmen. The aviaiitr former husband and achieved
on the stage in emoti.'t'.al tors have set apart certain afternoons
on which they will take passengers on
roles before she met Mr. Heinze.
There has come a., report frota Ft. "grass cutting'' flights across the field
while coffee may
t at a dollar each.
A year ago hundMany man is
Worth. Texas, that Mrs. Lillian
reds paid from $10 to ?100 for a short
French had appeared there
THE BUMP COMES.
with Mr. Heinze's arri flight.
FOR RHODES at The
The Pulitzer School of Journalism,
val on a business trip. Mrs. French,
Novelty Shop,
COMES A TIME.
when
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nerves,
which
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contemplated since
j sychologist
When Coffee Shows What It Has Been
For Fruit Ladders, Step Lad
ODelia Diss Debar in the Mahatma 1U03, will become a reality this afsleepDoing.
Indigestion
street, said, ternoon when the exercises will be
"Temple" on Thirty-thirders, Common Ladders, Iron"Of late years coffee has disagreed
to
CONVENTION
lessness begin to
after Mr. Heinze's marriage in 1910. held in Earl Hall, Columbia Univerwith me," writes a friend from Home,
ing Tables, Upholstering,
"Fritz Heinze will return to me. sity.
Although the plans for the
N. Y.
look around for a reason.
Furniture Repairing and all
He has done it before and he wi'.i do course were announced only last
"Its lightest punishment being to
is
is
reason
when
a
The
April, already one hundred students
Kinds of Repair Work.
it again."
plain
change
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make me 'logy' and dizzy, and it seemDoes "Dreynard's Divorce," Edna are enrolled from all parts of the Unied to thicken up my blood. V
coffee
1912
18
Oct.
104
from
Galisteo
made
Goodrich's new novel, embody some ted States.
"The heaviest was when it upset
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. M
of her actual experiences in the field
$60.00
my stomach completely, destroying
All work guaranteed first class.
DESTRUCTIVE
HAIL.
of matrimonv? Although Miss Good
me
nervous
Direct Routes, via Denver and Salt
my appetit" and making
rich denies that she wove any part
and irritable ,and sent me to bed. AfLake.
of her life into the story, friends of A very heavy hail storm visited this
ter one of these attacks, in which I
$76.50
the actress believe she has done so, section about seven o'clock Monday
lost my life, I concluded to quit
nearly
was
not so severe around
either Inadvertently or otherwise. The night. It
coffee and try Postum.
Going one way via Denver, the
the
new book of fiction, which will be Cardenas as it was near Buchanan.
other way via California.
"It went right to the spot! I found
before Register and Receiver, U. S.
Date of Sale Oct. 12, 14, 15. . Reit not only a most palataftle and reready in a short while, is said to be Growing crops were badly damaged
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
at
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farms
Mr.
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turn limit Nov. 15th, 1912.
This
much
a
story
interesting
or the 8th day of November, '1912.
freshing beverage, but a food as well.
scenes laid in New York. It is thought Brush reports that his corn, kafflr and
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N.M.
H. S. LL'TZ, Agent.
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as witnesses:
Santa
Fe,
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is
in
but
sembles
milo
was
flavour,
damaged to such an extent
by those in a position to know that
dizziness, the unsatisfactory condition
Emilio Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres- in relating the marriage of an actress that he will have to cut it at once,
Irriin
from
of my blood, my nervousness and
free
coffee)
drug
tino Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
to a millionaire widower, with the sub- in order to save the fodder.- - While
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and my sorely afflicted stomach beMANUEL R. OTER,
not
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veals something of her life with Nat
POSTUM, made from choice Northern
gan quickly to recover. I began to
Department of the Interior.
Register.
Goodwin, from whom she recently ob- ly cut into ribbons. No damage of
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have
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rebuild
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U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
of
any consequence has been reported
sugar
tained a decree of separation.,
juice
now. Have a good appetite and
until
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Win.
New
Allen, Chacon, N. Mex.,
Mexico, Sept. 20,
"Aerial Turkey Trotting" by George near Cardenas, but it is believed that
am rejoicing In sound health which
cane,
many former coffee drinkNotice Is hereby given that Toribio writes: "My wife had a cough that
W. Beatty, the aviator, is promised as even more damage was done further
I owe to the use of Postum."
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Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who nearly choked her to death, the worst
road to Wellville.
the feature of the Aeronautical So east from this section, as the storm
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PAGE POUR

If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than place your or-- :
der with the New Mexican Printing
Company, prices will be quoted upon
request. Our styles and forms are
strictly up to date.

CLUB
Steel Lined

A want Ad. in the New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
can see in a month. Try one.

SHOT-SHEL-LS

RED SOX PITCHERS ELIGIBLE TO PITCH IN WORLD'S SERIES.
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PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

AlMotorCijde without ft donht wltb trouble
left at the factory.
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Shoot the speed shells an J
field and trap aver
watch

LIGHT SILENT AND RKLIABLK.

PASH BROS., Agts., Santa F

age

steel lining gives the speed grips the powder charge with
just tl.at compression needed to put all the drive of the explosion
behind your load.
And with Expert Factory Loading, you're sure of the same
ipeed a uniform spread of pattern in each and every shell.
Shoot Arrow and Nitro Club steel lined Expert Factory Loaded Shells for

The

a Deed

LOUISVILLE, KY.
Christian

Churches
of America

pi i' 3 pattern in any make of shotgun.

Rem ington
299 Broadway

Metallic Cartridge Co.

Arms-Unio- n

New York City

la

Meeting
Round Trip Fare from

I

SANTA FE

TUESDAY oRND THURSDAY BIG
DA YS AT ALBUQUERQUE

$54.35

Dates of Sale, October
LEFT TO UIGIIT

PAPE, BEDIENT,

O'BRIEN, HALL, COLLINS,

RED SOX FRIENDS

Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 3. Tuesday and Thursday of the week of the
state fair have been proclaimed holidays by Maor D. K. B. Sellers and
wiil be observed by all banks and business houses throughout the city. The
result will be a greatly increased attendance at the fair grounds. The
holidays of former years have generally been mited to Thursday, and
sometimes to Thursday afternoon, so
that a good criterian for judging the
feeling in which the Albuquerque people hold this year's fair is afforded by
the proclamation.
The programs for those days are
particularly attractive, several special
events having been arranged for
Thursday and one or two for Tuesday.
(Special evtiits, however, will be addi
tions to the regular schedules of horse
races,
and motorcycle
aeroplane
nights, baseball games, free acts and
other features.
The fair association has arranged
to have the State Day events specially
attractive to the many state officials
and legislators who will on 'that date
be its guepts and will spare no pains
to show these gentlemen a good time.
The association Is arranging a number
of special attractions for them.
The committee on the industrial
parade was out again yesterday and
added a considerable number of prom

WOOD.

''''''

GIUINGODDSOM
THEIR WINNING
New York,

October 3. Authentic
Information as to the extent of betting on the approaching world championship ball games is impossible. It
la known, however, that many Boston
supporters have given New York enthusiasts odds as good as 10 to 7 on
wagers that the Red Sox will defeat
the Giants in the series.
Such odds, however, are an exception rather than a rule. Most wagers
are even, with some New York enthusiasts undoubtedly giving odds to
Boston men. Both clubs are finishing
their league races with practically
the same percentage
of winning
gumes. Detailed comparisons of individual work and team play show little
advantage one way or the another.
The facts and
uncertainty which
naturally surround a contest between
two teams which have not been
matched before, all lead to an evening up of the betting business.
Tendency of the Boston "fans" to
indulge in the greater odds may be
traced to confidence in Joe Wood's
pitching. Speaker's and Gardner's batting and all around team work. Also
perhaps to the fact that during the
latter half of the season the Giants
showed a great falling off from their
earlier play.
Almost everyone known in baseball
has volunteered to pick the winners.
Beginning with the opposing managers themselves. Jake Stahl says
that he believes he will beat the
Giants, and John J. JIcGraw says he
expects to turn the trick, expecting
much of his new pitcher Tesreau.

iDiamciu1
ANOTHER FAN'S VIEW.
With due respect to the lady fan
who bo faithfully defended the
Salmon Grays In last Sunday's
game, calling them the champions of
the city and the best players of the
slate, in spite of their poor showing
against the White Sox, though before
the game they predicted that they
were going to white wash the White
Sox, but in the contest they found it
a very hard nut to crack. The White
Sox held the Grays down by a score
of 3 to 1 until the eighth inning when
an error of the White Sox's left fielder allowed two men in, tieing the
score, 3 to 3. Then the Grays were so
anxious to win the game that they
tried to get a man in from third base,
this the White Sox could not stand for
and a fight began. In this way they
claim the championship of the city.
No doubt the Grays was a good team,
but now they are not in the class of
the White Sox.
The White Sox
showed them that they were heavy
hitters and that they could play faster
ball. According to the game I can not
call the Grays the champions of the
city until they defeat the White Sox
in a fair game and I see no reason why the bets should be paid in
lavor of the Grays.
A MAN FAN.

IDAH McGLONE

You know who "Muggsy" McGraw,
"Jake" Stahl, Joe Wood,1 Christy
Mathewson and "Jeff" Tesreau are,
and you know all about their baseball

records, perhaps.

(

But do you know anything about
the personality of these men who will
win or lose the world's
baseball

Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 3. Despite
a rain of several hours' duration, this
morning, a field of thirteen drivers
prepared their cars for the start at
noon of the Pabst trophy and Wisconsin trophy races, the two events
on the second day's program of the
Vanderbilt cup automobile race meeting at the Wauwautosa course.
The following five were scheduled
to start in the Wisconsin trophy race:
Frank Kulick,-Ford- ;
Ray Snyder,
Mason; George Mason, Mason; John
Heber,
Harry Endicott, Mason.
The eight entrants who expected to
contest in the Pabst trophy event
were:
Joe Nikrent, Case; Tom Rooney,
BergdoH; Spencer Wishart, Mercer;
H. L. Hastings, Falcar; Mort Roberts,
Mason; Dick Pullen, Mercer; W.
Chandler, Falcar; Hughie Hughes,
Hugie Hughes, driving a Mercer,
was a top heavy favorite in the betting
in a Pabst trophy. H. Wishart, in a
second Mercer, was second choice.
The track was muddy.
The Pabst race is for cars of
and 200 cubic inches piston displace- .

'
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and tell you what
'I feel It my duty to write
medicines have done for me. I was a groat sufferer
WJ1UL
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fc,

Ky., says:

your
for six years from a trouble peculiar to women, but I am
thankful to say, after taking four bottles of your ' Favorito
Prescription ' I am not bothered with that dreadful disease
any more. I feel like a new woman. When I first wrote
you for advice I only weighed 113 pounds now I weigh 135.
thank yoj very much for your kindness. You havo
been as a father to me in advising mo what to do, so may
God bless you in every effort you put forth for good.
I hope this testimonial will bo the means of some poor
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Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser, newly revised
delicate questions aLcut v.hich every woman, siaglo

edition, answers hosts
ovht to know,
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ADHERE THEY PLAY.

EXTENSION OF TICKETS
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By Depositing Tickets at Destination
E tension Will He Grunted Until. No;
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1th, 1918.

.

;

H. S. LUTZ,

Agent-Sant-

:

a

Fe, N. M.
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WILLIAM

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

Capital Bar
An Ice Cold 'Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

thirst!

Ulass of California Wine will
blood in your veins
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles !
A

put

1

Phone Orders Attended To Promptly

riHAD
ViUAKJ

IMPORTED

and DOMESTIC

1

255

San Francisco St. Phone

239 W.

Modern Grocery Camp y.

HEINZ

Just

Philadelphia at Boston.
New York at Brooklyn.
Pittsburg at Chicago.

66

57

99

received a full line of Heinz's(Pickles and

Condiments.

Tasty appetizers that

will please you !
We specialize on CHEESE of all description
Heinz's Amber Vinegar for Pickling Purposes
Gives the Best of Satisfaction.
CAPE COD CRANBERRIES,

AS FINE AS CAN BE

!

There will be the usual

clean-u- p
prices SATURDAY EVENING
on Perishable Goods.

NATIONAL.

RUN IT

ment, and the distance about 220
miles.
The prizes are as follows-Firs- t
a special
Pabst trophy,
doner's, for permanent ownership and
$1000 cash; second $500 cash; third
$250 cash; fourth $125 cash.
The Wisconsin motor challenge race
is of cars of 161 to 230 inches piston
displacement and the distance is approximately 150 miles.
The prizes are as follows:
First The Wisconsin trophy, a
special doner's, for permanent ownership and $1000 cash; second $500;
third $250; fourth $125.
skies kept
Mud and threatening
thousand of spectators away from the
course during the morning.
Officials of the race meeting and the
drivers made an inspection of the
roadway to determine how soft the
rain had made it. Both races already
had been postponed twice and all
were anxious to get started, even it
conditions were not of the best
Officers of the Milwaukee Automobile Dealers' association, under whose
management the race meeting is being held, were anxious to keep the
lourse in the best possible condition
for the $1000 grand prize, the big feature of the meeting, scheduled for Sat
urday.
The officers postponed the start of
the two races from 12 to 3 o'clock this
afternoon.
At the end of the 30 miles in 200
mile Pabst trophy race, Roberts was
leading, driving at a speed of 62 miles
art hour.
Hughes was second, and
Pullen third. Harry Endicott led at
this distance in the 173 mile Wiscon- '
sin race.
Fred Wagner started the Wiscon
sin and Pabst trophy race at 1:30
o'clock. Nikrent, driving a Case car,
was sent away first, and Rooney with
a Bergdoll second. The other nigiaJ
starters were sent away at thirty second Intervals. Frank Kulick with" a
Ford special and John Heber with an
E. M. F. withdrew from the
siri trophy race before the start.

Pet.

Won Lost
New York

" The Store With a Conscience."
'PHONE 262.

AMERICAN.
Washington at New York.

Boston at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at St. Louis.
Chicago at Detroit,

FIRST STATE FAIR;

TODAY'S GAMES.
NATIONAL.
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New York
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Mil-

' R. H. E.
At Boston
17 1
.......13
Philadelphia
4 9 6
Boston
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nelly and Gowdy.
Pittsburg-Chicaggame postponed,
wet grounds.

One Fare for the Round Trip From All Points in
New Mexico to Albuquerque.
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DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND.

Return Limit, Oct. Mth, 1912
Dates of Sale Oct. 4th to 12th.
Remember the Low Summer Tourist Rates to California on sale Daily
Until September

H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

30th.

5anta Fe, New Mex.

-

Williams;-Warho-

PEERLESS BAR
Fine Imported

IS FORECAST
New York. Oct. 3. It Is estimated
that the receipts from the opening
game in the world series here will
exceed $80,000. The high water mark
last year was $77,000 but it was charg-- 1
ed that many seats which- - fell into
the hands of speculators remainel
unsold. '

and

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

BIG MONEV IN
WORLD SERIES

av5

$3.45

3

and Sweeney.
R.H.E.
At Philadelphia
Boston
......17 17 4
5 9.0
Philadelphia
Wood, Hall and Cady; Brown, Pen-noc- k
and Egan.
game
At Detroit Dettroit-Chicag- o
postponed f ; rain. Be played tomorrow ; open date.

.

SANTA FE, N. M.

new attractions this year. Bigger and better than ever;

o

'

'I

Has. Coffey.

NATIONAL

PABST TROPHY RACES
DESPITE WET TRACK RACERS

ised displays to the forty-eigh- t
already
pledged Monday. This parade will
Rurely be the best of its sort that has
been held in Albuquerque or elsewhere in New Mexico at any time.
General John Borrodaile has consented to? act as grand marshal of it and
will j supervise
its formation' and
march.
The decorated automobile parade Is
progressing rapidly, though from the
very nature of things, the committee
of ladies in charge declines to say
much of what sort of floats may be ex- pocted in it.
The illuminated night auto parade
has already been assured of success
through the large number of automobiles entered, the liberal list of prizes
arranged and the lavish promises of
decoration made by owners of cars.
This parade will really be the banner
event of the three. It will take place
on the downtown streets, In the evening, and will be a beautiful display
of automobiles and attractive decorations.
It will be headed by the new auto
fire engine.
The carnival company, which is to,
exhibit here, is scheduled to arrive;
Saturday, so that all will be in readi-ness for the formal opening of the fair
Monday afternoon.

13, 14, 15.

turn Limit, Oct. 25.

HOW THEY STAND

St. Louis..
New York

That it the nature of Or. Pierce' Favorite Prescription the one remedy for
drugs. Made from native
women which contains no alcohol and no
medicinal forest roots. Dr. Pierce tells its every ingredient on the boMe-wra- p
per'. Prominent physicians and some of the best medical authorities end.rs. these
ingredients as being the very best known remedies for ailments and weaknesses,
peculiar to women.
13

Joe Wood, In Boston and then journeyed to New York to get acquainted
with the scrappy McGraw, the superb
Mathewson and the farmer boy Tesreau.
She shows these men in a new
light as a woman sees a popular
hero.
The first will appear tomorrow on
the sport page. Watch for it.
The stories will appear in the following order:
First McGraw as seen by Idah McGlone Gibson.
Second Stahl as seen by Idah McGlone Gibson.
Third Mathewson as seen by Idab

championship?
These heroes are the brightest
stars in baseball today. The'r names
will be on all lips for weeks to com.
The Daily New Mexican commissioned Idah McGlone Gibson, one of McGlone Gibson.
Fourth Wood as seen by Idah Mcthe best known writers in American
newspaperdom, to tell its renders all Glone Gibson.
Fifth Tesreau as seen by Idan
about the personal side of these mjn.
She saw Stahl and his star pitch r, McGlone Gibson.

FOR WOMEN ONLY.
AniS

GIBSON.

Re

--

aHENRY

KRICIte

DISTRIBUTOR

OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN pOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Afent for Aztec Sprin; Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

a

.

n

Established

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

OCT. 3, 1912.

THURSDAY,

Incorporated

I856

WE'VE

PERSONALS

I90J

TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.

'EM!

GOT

SWEATERS

Mr. and Mrs,

la Albuquerque.
Attorney A. H. Hudspeth of White
Oaks, arrived In the city yesterday.
He is at the Palace.
Miss

The very

latest in Sweaters, all weights and cblors. Makes
you feel comfy to look

BLAZERS!

at them

!

The natty slippn for these cool
mornings and evenings. Red and
white striped, black and white
t"

striped and solid colors.

,

New Fall and Winter Suits and Overcoats
ALSO OUR FALL AND WINTER SAMPLES

for

Garments. The fabrics are the
and
est, the style
workmanship not excelled, and
price well, you may be the judge!

Made-to-Measu-

re

lat-

L A D I E S!

TOMORROW

of Oxford

You Will

Find the

Correct

Styles In

TTUST FIVE MINUTES devoted to an inspec
tion of our NEW FALL SUITS and OVERCOATS will be sufficient to convince you
of the wisdom of supplying your Clothing

MILLINERY
-

Prices
Needs here. See these Clothes
$ 2.50 and up. Special Values at $20.00, $25.00
to-da-

AT

FROM

Uni-- j

versity, England, arrived here last
night to continue her studies. Miss
was here a year ago
jand has many friends in'Sas Pe. I
J. B, Sanchez, of San 'Luis, Colo.,
Is at the Coronado hotef.
H. W. Baker, a business man of
Kansas City, is at the European hotel.
Mrs. E.- L., Medler of Las Cruces.
is at the Mojitezuma.
C. B. Stubblefleld, the well known
salesman, is here from Alcalde.
H. J. Temple, the railroad superintendent of Empalma, Mexico, accompanied by his bride, who was Miss
Clementine Kneeling, left last night
on their honeymoon for Chicago.
Mrs. Louise LIneau is expected
today from Brooklyn, X. Y tn visit
her son, P. M. A. LIneau, assistant
insurance commissioner.
Julius H. Gerdes, the well known
merchant, has returned from a trip
to California, visiting Los Angeles,
San Diego and other cities. He says
that there is much talk of Roosevelt
winning a phenomenal victory on the
Pacific coast.
Col. Bronson M. Cutting and Miguel
A. Otero, Jr., are expected back today
from Koswell.
Freire-Marrec-

HOME

TO BE DEDICATED

Thomas Doran are

Freire-Marrec-

NEW

ELKS'

PAGE FIVE

2

5 P. M. IT WILL

TO

TO THE PUBLIC;

OPEN

M. SPECIAL EXERCISES

AT

BE

8. P.

1

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

and $30.00.

125 Palace Ave.

FOLLOWED

o

BY

RECEPTION

AND

DANCE-ELABO-

ARRANGEMENTS
MADE

AND

COMMITTEES

JULIUS H. GERDES

RATED

Every Woman

'

ARE

is interested and should know
nhnitt th
t.
nnf1frfn

NAMED

MARVlL

Whirling Spray
iuc new vaginal oyringo.
i'St
most convenient,
it

cleanses instantly.
The greatest social event in the
Ask
druggist fur it
history of Elkdom as far us Santa Ir heyourcannot
supply
Fe is concerned will take place to MARVEL, accept no other?
but send stamp for illustrated
morrow night when the new home of book aealfd.
It gives ;un parties
and directions ...vnlu,ihlr m .H
the Elks on Lincoln avenue Is formal- lars
ttlARVU CO., 4 ssl 23d Street. Htw York
The home will be oply dedicated.
en to the public for inspection between the hours of 2 and 5 tomorrow
afternoon and then at 8 p. m. the ded- icatory exercises will begin. A large
An amendment
was filed in the
number of invitations issued will in
corporation commission's office by the
sure a large attendance.
Mining comThe exercises will be conducted by Trinidad .Milling an,
pany increasing its stock from $3,000
the exalted ruler, F. T. lilandy, as- - to
$6,000.
sisted by the other ollicers of the lo- Game Warden de Ilaca has return
cal lodge No. 460. , A speech on "Elk- ed from a
but
trip around Kspanola.
dom" will be delivered by .Mr. McNul-- j he.
says the. alleged Indian deer kilty, who will be followed by A. B.
lers have not yet been apprehended.
who will deliver an address on
Assistant Superintendent Baca of
"Santa Fe Lodge 460."
the department of public instruction,
Following these exercises, which 's back from a brief trip to the
will be held in the lodge room on the Duke City.
IN BANKRUPTCY.
second floor, the chairs will be re-- i
NOTICE.
John Budagher lias filed a petition
moved while the guests return to tho
Notice is hereby given that the coroom downstairs. Then at in bankruptcy in the v. S. district)
heretofore existing be- reception
partnership
He is from Algodones..
9 p. m. a formal reception will be held court.
tween Mrs. Jennie Ixnvitzki and Louis
in the lodge room,, followed by sef i'
Lowitzki, under the firm name of J.
j FORGING CHECKS A
Lowitzki and Son, has this day been ing of refreshments. To crown the;
REAL SCIENCE.
dissolved by mutual consent. All ac- - festivities there will be a dance on mi
is
be
to
the
best
what
said
dancing
counts due the firm should be paid
floor in the city. Morrison's orchestra
.Chicago, 111., Oct. 3. Seven young!
to Mrs. J. Lowitzki who is the
men who are alleged to have obtain- and will continue the "business. will furnish the music.
Several committees
have
All accounts due by the firm will be
been ed $50,000 by meaus of forged checks
......
to
named
make the dedication and fnr Rmnl umnnntu
paid by Mrs. J. Lowitzki.
here
last
night.
MRS. J. LOWITZKI.
other events of tomorrow niht a brilThe headquarters of the band was
LOUIS S. LOWITZKI.
liant success. These committees are
a hotel in the business center of the
as follows:
.
Reception (Composed of exalted city, where they are said to have met
$100 REWARD, $100.
ruler and past exalted rulers) F. T. nightly to write checks and divide
Saloon keepers, grocers
.
i ne readers oi mis paper win ue iiianciy, unaries
taslcy, A. II. proceeds.
pleased to learn that there is at least Renehan, A. L. Morrison, Jr.. Dr. J. and druggists were the chief victims.
lone dreaded disease that science has a. Massie. Norman L. Kimr. linrrv n Before the gang came to Chicago, the
been able to cure in all its stages, and Hanna. Thomas P. Gable. Dr. David members are said to have passed hunthat is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure L
dreds of forged checks in St. Louis,
Carl
Knapp, A. J. Fischer
is tne only positive cure now known
and Kansas City.
Bishop.
tc the medical fraternity.
Catarrh
Floor A. J. Fischer-- , AY li.
disease, re zel, Claudius J. Nies, W. D.
being a constitutional
.rtOAD MEN
a
treatment.
constitutional
quires
D. Sena.
HURT IN WRECK.
Jose
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally
A.
Morrison
AmeMusic
Jr.
Ij.
acting directly on the blood and mu- rico
Amarillo, Texas, Oct. 2. Four trainDigneo, V. D. Lorenzo.
cous surfaces of the system, thereby
men were injured, two seriously, toBlan-dy- ,
V.
disT.
Decorations
Mesdames
the
foundation
the
of
destroying
in a wreck on the Fort Worth &
K. C. Abbott, James A. Rolls, A. day
ease, and giving the patient strength
Denver
City R. R. at a point ten miles
by building up the constitution and B. Renehan and James L. Seligman.
south of here. The injured: Thomas
assisting nature in doing its work.
Refreshments Mrs.'' Standley D.
The proprietors have so much faith Small, who will be assisted by sever- Huggins, conductor, Amarillo; David
Hurley, roadmaster, Childress, Texas;
in its curative powers that they offer al ladies.
George Smith, Brakeman, Amarillo;
One Hundred Dollars for any case that
JUST COMPLETED.
George Thompson, brakeman, Amaril
it fails to cure. Send for list of tesThe Elks' home has just been com- lo Smith and Thompson were reporttimonials.
Address ..P.. a. CHEXEY & CO., To- pleted. It was begunbout Novem- ed hurt internally and may die. The
ber of last year, the site selected Do- wreck was caused by the front trucks
ledo, Ohio.
ing the lot south of the Elks' theater, of a caboose leaving the track and be
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
a most suitable location,
ing wrenched.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
I. H. Rapp, the well known architect, drew the plans in. mission style,
harmonizing with the famous old edila
fices of Santa Fe. The structure
56 by 75, and Is two stories high with
a deep basement. Its estimated cost

No Leaders Here
at
Cut Prices for
TWO WEEKS!

Everything

OFFICIAL NEWS

EVERYTHING
Just what we mean

I

j

SELIGMAN BROS.COMPANY

Ren-eha-

j

&

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL 850,000 00
Your Patronage Solicited

j

President.

J.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier- -

B. LAMY,

t.

CO.

make room for a large shipment of F:URN1TURE.
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
and many styles, is enough to'; make you buy. Prepare now for the cold weather.
To

'

.

GOODS

DRY

SELIGMAN

We Are Going to Sell Out
All of Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,

suc-icess-

Does a General Banking Business

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

ADOLF

Profits forgotten for two weeks!

I

n

v-i-

UNITED STATES BANK

y.

AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE CO.

THE

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

j

FOB

SHE

Two Acres in Orchard and

Small Fruit; Eight-rooHouse, Stable and Other
Buildings.
m

SIX AGRES

Tract
AH,

ON ACEQUIA MADRE-P- art
of
in Alfalfa and 18 Fruit Trees in Bearing.

Under Irrigation.

14

Mile from Plaza.

LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
119 San Francisco St.,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

:

ECOMONY
GROCERY

was $16,000.

Before entering the building one is
struck with the artistic and
porch which is to besnclosed with
glass and heated by steam for winter
use. The main rooms on the ground
floor are the big reception room from
which one passes to billiard and card
rooms as well as a reading room or
library where a dozen good magazines
and many papers are kept on file. The
furniture throughout Is comfortable
and in the mission style. There are
many Indian rugs adding color and
warmth to the home.
The illumination by day Is well proand by
vided by many windows
night 44 concealed incandescent bulbs
throw a restful light over the recep
tion room.
The lodge room upstairs is 42 by
46 feet and around it are clustered
several little rooms for the ritualistic
work of the order.
The building is heated throughout
by steam, an immense boiler being
located in the basement. In that
basement It is proposed to make a
"rathskeller" later on, adding to the
cheerfulness of the club life.
g

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

I JO

Red.

Next Door to Postoff ice.

" All Go ids at

IS THE MOTTO OF

J.

Yhy

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

Disp ensing Optician,
NEW MEXICO.

Accurate

Work-Qu- ick

309 San Francisco

US.

Returns

PEARS
and PLUMS
We can also supply you with
FT, SUMNER CANTALOUPES

the finest cantaloupes grown.
We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

i

Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

104 DON QASPER ST.

SCO.

The Home Grown Fruit Season
is on and we are offering to the
particular housewife the best to
to be had in

!

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

of

KAUNE

Street

PEACHES,

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
Hacks and Baggage

SQUARE DEAL TO ALL

Where Prices are Lowes1
for Safe Quality.

TAUPERT,
E. LAS VEGAS,

Jr.

H. BLAIN,

i

Walt ?

RigM Prices"

Best Coffee and Teas
Telephone 9 W
RAPID DELIVERY SERVICE

paper makes a live town.
making a live paper. Read it

A live

Fe are

If you want the best in

EOR SALE GROCERIES, FRIUTS
J20-ACR-

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1
us.
old

False Teeth send
for each Set of
id for old Gold, Silver,
Highest prloespi
Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.

old

MONEY SEND BT BKTCRW HAIL.
PHILA. SMELTING & REFINING
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

863

Chestnut

St

CO.

Philadelphia, Pa.

TO DENTISTS
,?We will buy vourGold Fillings, Gold Scraps
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.

E

RANCH

AND VEGEETABLES

ail under fence, good improve
menis, lots ol water.. Fine hay
land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain. H.
Sell at a bargain. Address,

FRANK
DAVIS,
-

Morlarty, N. M.

t

QO TO

A HUGE ELK.
A striking feature of the Elks'
home is the presence in the reception
room of the emblem of the order, a
benevolent elk of immense size, who
came from one of the? surrounding
mountains and now makes his home
with the Santa Fe elks. This superb
animal has elicited bids of ?5,000 or
more but the Santa Te lodge is loath

to part with him.
The new home is apparently everything that fhe word "home" implies;
it is cozy and "comfy"; it is well
lighted, heated and ventilated; it is
centrally, located and ought to provide ideal club life to Santa Fe men.
THE OFFICERS.
The present officers of the local
j
lodge are:,
Exalted ruler, F. T. Blandy.
Leading knight, E. P. Davles.
Lecturing knight, Frank Jones.
Loyal knight, Jose D. Sena.
Secretary, P. M. A. Lienau.
Esquire, George Volney Howard.
Inner guard, Carlos M. Creamer.
Tyler, Claudius J. Nies.
Trustees, Thomas P. Gable, Carl
L. Bishop and Dr. David L. Knapp.

"

W. A. Rimes, Ruston,, La.,

S. KAUNE

a

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest fcJhSBB

tor baieunaiifv.

writes:

TO ALLOW

THE

SMALL

FIRES

R EC I NT

WARNING
to pass unheeded ?

ertv losses.

INSIRE WITil HAYWARP

busi- prop- -

AND REST CONTENT

JOSEPH B.HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLFLETE
LINE of

7i

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATFD WARE

This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two desirable patterns, the
j
DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S BUQUfcl.
-1

Every woman's heart responds to
the charm and sweetness of a baby's
San Francisco
voice, because nature intended her for
fisliable Jeweler
Street
motherhood.
But even the loving
y
n
nature of a mother shrinks from the
ordeal because such a time is usually
a period of suffering and danger.
Women who use Mother's Friend are
saved much discomfort and suffering,
POULTRY AND STOCK FOOD
and their systems, being thoroughly
DreDared by this ereat remedy, are
We have our own mill run by electricity, and
In a healthy condition to meet the
time with the least possible suffering
can furnish pure,c!eancorn chop either coarse
Mother's Friend is
and danger.
medium or fine, as meal for the little chicks
recommended only for the relief and
We can grind any mixture that is desired o:
comfort of expectant mothers ; It is in
different grains, such as corn, wheat, mil1
the
no sense a remedy for various ills,
kaffir
corn, bran, etc.
let, oats,
but its many years of success, and
151b. pkg., $ .65
reJ
thousands
of
endorsements
the
o ri 11
i irk
ID.
who
Meat
used
OU
have
it
ceived from women
Green Cut Bone and
l,i,J
( 1001b. sack,
are a guarantee of the benefit to be
3.75
This remedy
derived from its use.
has even a few chickens
does not accomplish wonders but sim
Every farmer and every family thatfeed
them. It improves
to
meat
and
bone
cut
have
work.
should
its
nature
to
assists
perfect
ply
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pretheir health and makes them lay.
vents caking of
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
the breasts, and I
"T
in
every way
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
contributes
to IT'lVVlftttD
strong, healthy
GUARANTEED.
PRATT'S VETERINARY COLIC CURE.
Mother's Friend Is sold
motherhood.
at drug stores.
Write for our free
of
classes
all
colic, acute inA famous remedy for
book for expectant mothers.
has
bloat. This wonderful

-H.

C. VONTZ.

mIf nt CPS

REGULATOR CO.. AtluiU.

BRADFIELD

C

NW MAYES

remedy
digestion and
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1,000. It is a
SB9
auick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
cents
50
price
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE".

PRATT'S

INSURANCE
Fire,

Life,

Accident,

Plate Qlass, Etc. Etc.

REAL

ESTATE

City Property, Farms,

tranches,
Land

Orchards,

arants,Etc

GUARANTEED

EGG

PRODUCER

SaSTfS

gapes and common ailments.and Pratt's Poultry Regulator
develops them into big laymakes little chicks grow fasj
ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directions'with each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

n

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES.CATTLE.SHEEP,

HOGS, DAIRY C0WS,&c.

Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stases. makes Diars grow quickly and fatten rap- idly ; dairy cows give more milk.
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
run-dow-

n

Surety?Bonds
Of

All Kinds.

Sometime ago took Foley Kidney
Pills, and must confess the results
have been marvelous, for I feel like
Room 24
a new man. I suffered trom Kidney Telephone 194 W.,
Kidand bladder troubles,: but Foley
I recommend
LAIGHLIN BUILDING,
from kidney
- NEW MEXICq
SANTA
trouble." For sale by all Druggists.
I

THE

Is it not good
Ikto protect yourself fullyjigainst possibility of serious

I

;

MULLIGAN & RISING,

f"
y-

GOING
OF

FPF

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
- SANTA FE, N. M.
259 San Francisco St.

I
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William F. Brogan

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

S5.0 Dally Par Ouartar, by mall
Dally par quarter, by carrier

, . 12.50

$1.00

Weekly, per year

WeeKly, tlx month

m"

5

wtr.

J
-

1

tp--

Beautiful Illustrated Booklet

i

I

REMARKS

El

"All of Today's News Today"

IReI

'

Them two old cannon
came yet.

JUST A LIE
The average campaign lie is a cheap, common and worthless thing, but
the ne quoted in another column of the New Mexican today demands not
orly notice but denial.
The thing is so scandalous, flagitious, such a barefaced lie, that one won.

ders how anyone, no matter how prejudicial or depraved' would be willing to
stand back of it. Inasmuch as, the Albuquerque Journal is mentioned in
the libelous and infamous article, the natural query comes to one whether
the only collarless newspaper of the state had anything to do with it. Col.
Roosevelt did not go into a cheap saloon in Albuquerque and take three
drinks nor six drinks, nor any other number of drinks, nor did he go into
any saloon while in the city. He was in full view of his auditors during
his whole stay. If th colonel lost 5.000 count 'em. 5.000 votes at Albuquerque, next month's election will show it, but at the present time the
statement rather appears like the wish being father to the thought. Misrepresentations and prejudiced views are but natural in a political campaign,
but we would like to ask if the above is truly the famous "Albuquerque spirit"
and if Mayor Sellers and the reception committee sanction the libel.
0

From the "dead duck" boasts of the Morning Journal, one would think
Dan Grant's irresponsible employes, really thought they were operating
something bigger than a pop gun. The real dead duck came to Albuquerque
irom Gallup September 18 on the train and the gun that did the killing was
in the hands of Colonel Roosevelt's friends, not his enemies.

that

o

It is not so complicated a question, Mr. Citizen, this taxation question,
but you will continue to make it both complicated and burdensome if you
go on voting with the old republican gang, who believe in the policy of letting the everyday citizen bear the taxation burden, while the corporations,
whose representatives are Spiess and Springer, are given the light end.
0

And now, the Albuquerque Herald is weeping over Mr. Hagerman. Are
forced from the Herald on orders from Spiess and Springer, et al,
tears
the
on account of their deep love for Hagerman and the Colfax county cam,ps?
The answer "will admit of no delay."
.

0

The progressive party is an ''evolution. It did not come from the bosses,
It did not begin with the leaders. It was born of the people, and that is wb.7
the people are flocking to its standard.

San

have

not

Think of El Chanate using a man
like Nathan Jaffa.
Those Balkan states, it seems
getting progressive also.

LOOK AT IT SQUARELY

0

de

Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
yield for a question?

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J

Wilson declares himself in favor of recall of administrative
officers and in opposition to the recall of the judiciary.
This is not much of a stride toward the proposition for a man wilii as
long legs as our friend Voodrow. Under present arrangements the term?
of administrative officers are comparatively short, so that they can be re
The terms of
.galled at regular elections with considerable promptness.
such officers are, as a rule, shorter than those of judges whose selection is
entrusted to the people.
However, in favoring recall of administrative officers Wilson commits
himself to the principle and we want to call his attention to certain indisputable facts and apparent conditions, in order that he may consider the
wisdom of extending this principle which he endorses to points where it
will be most effective.
First, federal judges are appointed for life and are practically beyond
reach of the people. Yet, to the federal courts are taken that class of cases
and the conwherein the issue is the right of the people to
trol of public interests.
attorSecondly, the federal judgeships are occupied by
neys or those considered to be entitled to rewards for party service.
Finally, the highest court in the nation, the court which has the last
word as to all issues in which popular government is involved, is absolutely
irresponsible and despotic. It can annul the acts of congress. It can, and
in our time has, usurped the power of legislation. It can and does say what
the constitution is and what it shall be. Death alone, practically, changes
Its personnel or alters its hold upon its mighty power. It may even give
final decision as to the right of the people to recall administrative officers.
We would respectfully ask Brother Wilson what there is for the people
in the recall minus the recall of the judiciary. Is it the intention to restore
or only sufficient power to
to the people full power for
carry issues up to a court that is absolutely autocratic?

Chanate del Condado
Que no?

Miguel.

PHONES:

VVoodrow

OF SANTA FE

Organized in 1870.

the teat of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphic

request.

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

THE VALLEY RANCH,
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MORE LIGHT WOODROW

The Oldest Bank in the State.
Time

The Ranch of the RockiesOpen the Year Round.
on

$1.25
$1.50

Never have the American people had offered to them the opportunity
that is offered today for a release from political bondage. No people have
been under bondage more than have the people of New Mexico. They have
been under the rule and the dictation of a small coterie of politicians representing such corporations as the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific,
controlled by a spirit of selfishness, only, with no thought of anything but
their own advantage and their own gain. Look at it squarely. Why has not
the St. Louis Rocky Mountain and Pacific been compelled to bear its share
of the burden of taxation? Do not the figures published yesterday startle
you, Mr. Average Citizen?
Look at it squarely.
You can by your vote aid in perpetuating this system, or you can aid in
abolishing it. You are bending under the burden. You'feel that you are
carrying "more than the traffic will bear," and you are.
Look at it squarely.
What do you think of the relative proportion of the tax on your home
and your limited possessions, compared to the amount paid by the St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain and Pacific? Are you satisfied with it? Do you think it's
a square deal?
The time to consider these propositions is now.
The opportunity for relief is here.
What are you going to do about it?
When one stops to think of it all, one cannot wonder that the nation is
in revolt.
The condition in New Mexico is not so different from that in
other sections of the country, but here it is brought right home.
There is not a thought of the average citizen in the mind of organized
'
greed.
Organized greed has controlled New Mexico both as a territory and as
a state. The development of this great section has been retarded. Lands
have been gobbled up, and immigration kept back. These1 vast tracts have
not appeared on, the tax rolls in many counties and when they have appeared,
the place they occupied was so diminutive as to be scarcely discernible.
Vast corporation interests like the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific
retain their immense holdings, retain high priced agents to watch their in
terests and keep down their taxes that they may accumulate great wealth,
while you, Mr. Average Citizen, you pay the freight.
Next November you have the opportunity to register your opinion on
this important matter.
You have great interests at stake. Are you going to continue to leave
t'uem in the control of that party and those leaders who have brought
your present condition about. Look at it squarely.

BANK
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Growth
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Senator Dixon, who appeared before
the committee investigating campaign
funds was too candid, it seems, for
some of the stand pat members.

AS

SEES IT

boozing.
One feels in

!

heck."

Alright, we are perfectly willing to
be the dead duck, just so we are given
a chance to pull off our own funeral,

as suits us best.

Well anyhow, a "real newspaper"
don't amount to much until it has a
libel suit or two. The thing that kills
a "real newspaper" is to be a dead
duck.

t

And Bronson Cutting simply has got

and

to "realize them responsibilities"
he has got to be perfectly trivial. And
ho must admit that Mr. Spiess does
love Hagerman and that the devotion
ot the coal camps for Hagerman, like
the mercy of the Lord, passeth all

FEDERAL REGULATION OF NEWSPAPERS.
From the Chicago Tribune.
The last congress passed a law requiring that twice a year newspapers
publish in their own columns a sworn
statement of their owners, creditors,
officers, and average circulation, and
that they label all advertisements
"editorial or news matter" for which
they receive compensation.
The objects of this law are to prevent the public from being deceived
either by the secret ownership of
newspapers, by people interested in
controlling public opinion for ulterior
purposes, or by secretly purchased
news or editorial matter.'
The valid objections to these rules
are, first, that weak newspapers
which depend upon borrowed money
or bonded debt for their financing,
and which must go to the sources
from which financial support of this
kind is invariably derived, would be
unduly aecused of catering to the
financial interests, and, second, that
the minor perquisites of the smallet
newspapers, such as free theater tickets and free books sent in to be reviewed, would no longer be received,
because the resultant dramatic and
literary criticism would have to be
labeled "advertisements."
In all candor it must be confessed
that the federal law is in direct line
with the tendency of the age to regulate the conduct of private business
by legislation. The faults of this law
are probably no more marked than
the faults in other laws regulating
business. The resultant inequalities
favoring one publisher over another
are no greater than the inequalities
favoring one factory over another or
one railroad over another, which result from our factory and railroad
regulation laws.
If it is true that the law in part
springs from a desire of congressmen
and senators to be revenged upon the
newspapers, it is likewise true that
all regulative bills have in them an
element of hostility towards the industries regulated.
If it Is feared that this law will
give the federal government a control
over the press which may be misused,
let' us not forget that it has such a

this instance like
quoting Lincoln's famous reply when
he was told that Grant was boozing
and drinking to excess "Where does
he get his whiskey? I want to give
some to the other generals of the
army."
But aside from this phase of it,
nothing warrants the publication nor
circulation of such an infernal lie.
Truth sometimes is a little diffi
cult for everybody at all times in
life.
There have been instances
when we all have wanted to wiggle
out of a corner by the lie route, but
after all, truth is the safest anchor.
But in the instance mentioned the
statement was made just to injure
a man's character, nothing else.
There is not a fair minded man or
woman, no matter what their political
creed may be, wno would uphold this
kind of action. It won't do any particular harm to Roosevelt. He is too
well known to the people, but it is
none the less contemptible and indefensible, and the man who would
commit such an offense ought to be
driven from the community in which
he lives.

j

Henry E. Allott died a few days
ago, and left an enduring monument.
It is pink lemonade. It was by accident that he reared it. Years ago a
away
bey, doubtless after running
from home to join the circus, got into
the candy and lemonade department.
One day while mixing the enticing
fluid a box of red cinnamon drops fell
into the tub of lemonade and made
it pink. It also made Henry Allott.
Tub after tub of the new drink was
concocted that day and the amount
since has been unlimited. A circus
was a bum circus without pink lemon- ade.
All the glowing and highly colored
pictures that cover the bill boards
with the fancy riders and funny
clowns; all the long rows of red and
gold wagons, reaching back into the
dim distance, winding down from the
top to the bottom of the bill boards;
all the elephants, with the rider
clothed in the eastern garb;
the
sixty lady acrobats, turning somersaults, while wearing long yellow
dresses; the hippopotamus with jaws
wide stretched, showing a mouth big
a
dri
son
and
f "ought
would all be tame and un- into,
interesting if back of it all, were no
visions of oceans of pink lemonade
passed around in the ill smelling menagerie tent or along the blue board
seats of the circus proper, amid the
dust and excitement and happiness
mixed altogether in the big three ring
tent, which never seems to lose its
nor grow less wonderful and
'
enticing.
the visions of days back
all
Among
home nothing comes back, among
the pleasures of childhood like the
circus and your base bail club. Memory often takes you back to the vacant
lot where you played that famous
match game, or where the circus al-ways pitched its big tent and turned
up that wonderful ring. Among all
the memories, that pink lemonade
comes back irrepressibly. It was an
absolutely requisite accessory.
Yes, Henry Allott has left a

THE GENERAL OPINION.
(Roswell Record.)
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
has quit the republican party for the
time being, has refused to support the
new progressive party fathered by
Colonel Roosevelt and practically declares itself a supporter of Wilson and
the democratic party. Of course, the
Journal qualifies all its declarations,
as it always does, and leaves a road
open for retreat in any direction.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
or the Interior, U. S.
Department
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
September 13. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
August 22, 1905, made Homestead
NW
for SE
Entry No.
4
SW
E
Sec. 13 and NE 4
NW
Section 24, Township 11 N..
Range 13 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
r
notice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim to the land
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, 'on the 6th day of
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz
Griego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario Ley- above described, before Register or
ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine,
ol Willard, N. M., John Pettine, of
Willard, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
8479-0693-

STUNG.

2

The Chinese dish, chop suey, is not
a Chinese dish, but an American concoction. How many times you and I
have gene into a restaurant and had
chop suey. I remember giving a chop
suey dinner once to a few friends who
had never eaten any and they thought
1; great.
It was so novel and it had
such a foreign flavor and appearance.
The Chinese vegetables in it looked
and tasted so different from ours. And
now we're stung with the knowledge
that when we eat chop suey we are
eating an American dish, cooked by
An American traveler says
a cbln
of it:
"A man might travel from Pekin to
Hongkong and though he asked a million persons he would find none who
could give him, nor indeed any who
had ever heard of, chop suey, sold to
us as the national dish of China. I
searched for it In many parts of the
great empire without results, and it
was not until I came to
Shanghai that I ran across it.
"There, in a section of the town
given over to seafaring men, I saw on
a sign above a dingy eating house,
"American style cooking chop suey."
In this age of the uncloaking of so
many of our traditions and beliefs and
long cherished faith in certain things,
we getmany a severe shock.
Almost, all those things which have
been long considered by us as facts
and things existent are being disclosed to us as fables or bits of pleasant
fiction and restless science Is knocking big holes in the fabric of our supposed knowledge.
Why can't the scientists and travelers and doctors let us alone and enjoy
some of the things which we thought
we knew?
Why can't they let us hold our admiration for the hen for instance, and
not go and tell us that eggs are not so
much, after all, but can be made from
air?
Why do they go and remeve all the
romance and distance from chop suey?
Why do they get Into every realm
of life from eating to the discipline
of children and try and regulate
everything from the measurement ot
everything we eat down to the non
correcting kindergarten, which abold

transfers

of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish

bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our time Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
J. B. READ,
FRANK McKANE,
g

MONUMENT.

HIS

THE BYSTANDER

Whatever else they may say about
Senator Fall, he is likely to find out
more about that Mexican revolution
A
LIES.
than some of the stand patters will
One wonders just what pleasure
like to hear.
anyone gets by telling barefaced, unfounded and damnable lies.
The one nnhlfalioH hv Mr Pioro po.
garding Roosevelt at Albuquerque is
the limit. One. would naturally expect that a man would want just one
stone as a foundation on which to
erect even as futile a structure as a
lie, but the man or boy, or whatever
he is, reared his air castle on nothing.
The charge of drinking made
against Roosevelt has often been refuted. I heard it from Chicago when
men said he was so drnnk he did not
know what he was doing, and that he
was losing his mind from excessive

"Wal I hev still got thet thur straw
lid on," says the Old Codger. "An I'd
like tu know whut yu air agoin tu do
about it, gol darn it. I ain't a throwin
this straw lid en no ring, either, by

ishes even instituted spanking?
All the pleasure of eating chop suey
has gone. It's just an American dish
like boiled turnips or baked squash.
Adios, chop suey.

control over banks.
Publishers are talking of fighting
the bill as unconstitutional, but in
doing so they should bear in mind
that many of them have criticized
the courts for declaring unconstitutional measures of similar nature, and
have espoused as good doctrine to
prevent the courts from declaring
statutes unconstitutional, the recall
of judges, and the recall of judicial
decisions.
If it is good for the government to
regulate various forms of business 1.0
prevent abuses which in other days
were supposed to work their own salvation, it is good policy to compel
publicity of the ownership of newspapers and to show up purchased
news and editorials.
In this age of regulation of industry let the newspapers stand on an
equality with other business.

1-- 4

1--
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five-yea-

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Lana Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Sept. 11, 1912.
NOTICE

Notice is hereby given that Andres
G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who,
on Sept. 9, 1907, made homestead application 04786, No. 11988, for S 2
N
SE
NE
Section 4,
Township 15 N., Range ll E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before the Register or Re-celver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov.

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT

(4)

Assistant Cashier.

Per Annum Interest Paid

on TIME DEPOSITS

a

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
DELQADO,

PROPRIETOR.

MANUFACTURER

OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
119 Don Oaspar Avenue.

THE
PALACE
SANTA FE,
N. M.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER

NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN

AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up,

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
NEW
SANTA FE,

MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
THE

--

Then Act

COMPAN

MOULTON-ESP- E

GENERAL AO E NTS,

SANTA

Y

FE, N. M

HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," THE
of Pittsburg, Pa., writing the most liberal Life Insurance Contracts.
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation SfaeH
billty, Plate Glass and Automobile Insurance.

RrNa WEfoirxs.

The Equitable Surety Company
GENERAL AGENTS

'

st- -

Lou'8':0dpeuty Cds.rms

HALL & HALL

co.
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CAPITAL CITY
BANKBLDG.

KOOM 21,
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16, 1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Gonzales y Roybal, Andres

NEW MEXICO

(a

Garcia, Albino Gonzales, Salvador
Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL

R. OTERO,

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located

the beautiful Pecos
feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions tor physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standardEa stTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
In
VaUey,S,700

Register.
J. C. Ray, Winfield, Ala., says: "My
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
and bladder trouble so bad he had to
use a catheter.
Various
kidney
remedies were tried without result,
and finally we gave him Foley Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass
some water and on the fifth, no longer needed a catheter. He continued
tc use Foley Kidney Pills until entire
ly cured." For sale by all Druggists.
Let Him Know It If you are out of
a position, you must let the employer
know it A want advertisement In the
ness and professional nun In the city
and county and a great many In the
state. If you have any special talent, do not hide It under a buaheL

MILITARY

Regents

U

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer. W.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.-A. F1NLAY.

For particulars and Illustrated catalogue, address,

C0L.JAS.W,WILLS0N,Supt.
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The second evening of the bombardtion of which Gen, Luis Mena, the deminister of war, wts the head. ment a shell hit the presidential
posed
FOR DANDRUFF, FULLING
The two military heroe3 of the rising house and exploded in a room where
of 1909-10- ,
which overtherw Zelaya, the president and his cabinet were in
were Emeliano Chamorro and Luis conference with General Chamorro.
Mena. Mena became minister of war Strangely enough no one was injured.
CENT
ITCHY SGALE-- 25
What makes you nervous? It is the weakness of your
and organised the assembly which in A shell exploded in the Interior court
October, 1911, elected him president of the house of an American official.
womanly
constitution, which cannot stand the strain of the
of the republic for the term begin- Four American officials and their serhard
work
you do. As a result, you break down, and ruin
vants were on either side of the court,
ning January 1, 1913.
entire
hit.
was
nervous, system. Don't keep this up! Take
your
none
but
The
United
States
interfered,
Save your Hair! "Danderine" Destroys Dandruff and the American minister notifying
Mena
Throughout Monday and Tuesday
Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is made from purely
that his election was regarded as pre the battle continued, culminating in
vegetable ingre Jients. It acts gently on the womanly organs,
Stops Falling hair at once -- Grows Hair, We Prove Ij.
mature and a violation of the pact a sharp attack in the at ternoon, when
and helps them to do their proper work. It relieves pain
made with the representative of the the insurgents broke over the in- and restores health, in a natural manner, by going to the
If you care for heavy hair, that roots famish, loosen and die; then the United States. General Mena was de- trenchments. They were not support
later as minister of war and ed in strength, however, and were
of the trouble and building up the bodily
Elistens with beauty and is radiant hair falls out fast. been
source
posed
strength.
If your hair has
neglected and
with life; has an incomparable soft- is thin, faded, dry, scraggy or too General Chamorro was appointed com killed with machetes.
mander-in-chie- f
the
in
attacks
Twice
night
of the army. Mena
again
ness and is fluffy and lustrous you oily, don't hesitate, but get a 25 cent
fled and armed the liberals. were made in force. Kach time the
must use Danderine, because nothing bottle of Knowlton's Danderine at any eventually
Thus began the revolution which government troops were thrust back,!
else accomplishes so much for the drug store or toilet counter; apply a reached its climax in the bombard but Chamorro saved the day himself
little as directed and ten minutes af- ment of noncombatants a violation by leading
hair.
reinforcements which
Just one application of Knowlton's ter you will say this was the best in- oi all the morals even of revolutions 'drove the insurgents back. All that!
Danderine will double the beauty of vestment you ever made.
Mrs. Grace Fortner,.of Man, W. Va., took Cardui.
in Central America, except in the night the bombardment was kept up.
We sincerely believe, regardless of case of
your hair, besides it immediately diswho bombarded Man- Wednesday the people were panic
Zelaya,
is what she says about it: "I was so weak and
This
solves every particle of dandruff; you everything else advertised that if you agua in 1893 in the revolt that estab- stricken. Thousands fled from the
I could not bear to have
nervous,
beautiful
hair
hair
desire
soft, lustrous,
cannot have nice, heavy, healthy
anyone near me. I had
town anywhere to get out to the op- lished him as dictator.
I
if you have dandruff. This destructive and lots of it no dandruff no itchand
flesh
lost
toward
the
side
Corinto
of
fainting
howof
no
Mena's
spells,
was
city,
It
every day. The first dose
posite
plan,
part
scurf robs the hair of its lustre, its ing scalp and no more falling hair
of Cardui helped me. Now, I am entirely cured of the
ever, to take Managua by assault. Gen- and the north and through other ave-- i
strength and its very life, and if not you must use Knowlton's Danderine. eral Zeledon, at one time minister of nues of escape.
fainting spells, and I cannot say enough for Cardui, f- I
overcome it produces a feverishness It eventually why not now? A 25 war under Zelaya, was responsible for
Another attack by the insurgents;
know it saved my life." It is the bett tonic for women.
meant
would
have
and itching of the scalp; the hair cent bottle will truly amaze you.
success.
that
day
that, when Mena lay helpless on a
Do you suffer from any of the pains peculiar to women?
sick bed. The bombardment began The government had little ammuniTake Cardui. It will help you. Ask your druggist.
on a Monday morning, although Zele tion left. Their failure to win after
don had been warned that thousands three days' successive assaults with
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chattanooga Medicine Co.. ChattannnM Tin .
lor SpeaM Instructions, and
o innocent women and children were tremendous losses had dispirited the
book, "Home Treatment for Women, "sent free. J 50
in the city. All day the savage shell- Insurgents and they retired in dising continued, the shells exploding all order.
This revolutionary
over the town.
episode one
Women and children were the vic way of satisfying desire fur office and agua remained cut off from the world thus capture the government having
the sufferings of hunger in a be- tims. In one house a mother and her getting a presidency, with absolutely except by one telegraph wire at a lit- failed, the scene of war was shifted.
Managua, Nicaragua (By Mail.)
Americans in Managua now know leaguered town and have had miracu- four daughters were wounded. A no principle involved, cost a thou- - tle station across the lake in the The liberals sent arms and ammuniwhat a sickening tragedy a Central lous escapes from exploding shells and child sitting on a doorstep was cut in sand soldiers, many women and chil- mountains, reached by boat and cour- - tion to the people of uaon. Two forces
who
remen
dren
wanted
and
of
A
saw
two.
woman
bullets.
hundreds
with
her
her
at
peace
have
is.
ier. What was happening was not sent by the government to check the
revolution
They
baby
American
They
known until the railroad was started rising there met rebels numbering
passed through August, a month of cruits march out blithely every day, breast, running across the street, was rather than war.
A battalion of four hundred Ameri- again by the Americans in September. 3000, and after
turmoil, witnessed three days of bat- with vivas and laughter, to fight per- struck by a shell and both were killed.
desperate street fightwomen can
marines under Major Butler Though not invested, it was beleaguer- ing were killed almost to a man. Their
tle and experienced the horrors, of a haps to meet the death thousands of One hundred and thirty-siand children were killed or wounded. reached Managua from Panama the ed. So, too, were Masaya and Gren- bodies were piled in great heaps.
bombardment. They have seen the their fellows already had met.
The captial of Nicaragua in August The escape of hundreds of others was following day. Their presence prob- ada.
people of the city panic stricken, woA force of fifty American soldiers,
men and children killed; have borne was the cer.tral point of the revoiu- - miraculous.
ably prevented another attack. Man- The attempt to take the capital and who had gone to Managua before the

siege as part of the legation guard
and were returning to Corinto by
train, were stopped at Leon, their officers insulted and permitted to go no
further. Their train was seized and
they returned to Managua, seven
miles, on foot.
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Are You Nervous?

DANHINE

.

FOR SALE Two story residence on
Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. O. (J.
Watson & Co.

F TAKE
tl.
LARDUIWoman'sTonic

'

-r

NiedlRA GUAN REBELS
KILLED 136 WOMEN

zaz

x

SIX OF THE 51 LABOR MEN NOW ON TRIAL FOR DYNAMITE CONSPIRACY

FORSALE National Cash Register two drawers practically new.
O. C.

Watson

FOB RENT

& Co.

Nicely furnished room

up stairs over Andrews' store,
in
quire of Chas. Ballard at Andrews'

store.

A home for a home lover. Several
newly furnished rooms with conveniences of home. Mrs. Robinson, corner Grant avenue and Johnson St.

TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. Ne
platens furnished. Ribbons and sui
plies. Typewriters sold, exchange,
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter Exchange. Phone 231.
Cleaned,

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M.. Sent. 12. 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M,, who, on
April 2th, j9(9, made Homestead
Entry No. 09579 f XE
Section
24, Township 13 N., Range 8 E N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Harry C. Kin-selV. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
N. M., on the 4 th day of November,
l,

1912.

Claimant names
as witnesses:
Polito Hoybal, of Kennedy, N. M. ;
Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Abalino Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M.,
and Trinidad Martinez, of Hyer, N. M.
MANUEL

R. OTERO,

Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 09703.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at. Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
24, 1912.

ntf

HERBERT

1

S.

HOCKIN,

... ... ,TARY-TBEASURE-

SECRE- ...

IP

JOHN T. BUTLER

T

n
Notice is hereby given that E.
Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
on April 20, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. 09703, fbr Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
Sec. 2, Lot 1, feec. 3, Township 16 N.,
Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make "
year Proof, to establish claim to tho
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S Land Office, Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 15th day of
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
George S. Tweedy, Charles A. So
ingo, T. P. Delgado, Damasio Mou-tcyall of Santa Fe, N. M.
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INTERIOR
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OF GREAT

OF COURTROOM

CONSPIRA-

CY" CASE.
(By E. C. Rodgers.)
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 3. What
promises to be one of the biggest
in
American
"labor
trials"

history started Tuesday in the federal
and
officers
court here. Fifty-one

leaders of the international
bridge
and structural ironworkers and allied
organizations face trial on the indictment found last February charging
them in the first count with conspiracy to transport dynamite and nitroglycerine from one state to another,
and in 33 other counts with aiding and
abetting such transportation.
The maximum sentence for one
man if found guilty on all counts is
67 years and six months.
The officers of the bridgemen are
not concerned so much about the affect of the trial upon themselves as
they are on its affect uport the organization, which includes 104 local unions in the United States and Canada,
numbering over 12,000 members.

IN WHICH

LABOR LEADERS

nitro-glycerin-

d

ARE BEING TRIED.

John

J. McNamara's chief lieutenant
in the dynamiting crew. He will also
tell how others of the defendants aided him in getting dynamite sent from
state to state.
McManigal was brought from Los
Angeles by Malcolm McLaren, a
Burns operative, who has been
constant companion since
the latter's arrest inApr-il- , 1911. During the trial he will be penned up in
a cell in the federal marshal's office.
"The Burns operatives who have
been working on this case since September 4, 1910," says District Attorney
Miller, "will tell how they unearthed
bomb in
the first clue, a clock-wor- k
a railroad yard at Peoria, and how
they followed that until it led them to
McNamara's office in Indianapolis.
They will tell how some of the de
carried high explosives
fendants
around in suitcases from city to city,
and who did the 'planting' and who
furnished the money."
Undoubtedly they will try to paint
President Frank M. Ryan and Herbert
S. Hockin, secretary-treasurethe
blackest. It was at about the time
Ryan was made president that a national strike was declared against the
American Bridge company, a steel
trust concern. That was in August,
1905. Six months later the American
Bridge company started the National
Erectors' association, now including
11 big construction companies.
They started out to make the structural iron industry strictly
They declared for an open shop and
stipulated that they would give premen. They went
ference to
farther, and asked their customers
to fight the union.
and
About then the explosions commenced. First one and then another,
always a firm fighting the union, was
the victim. The National Erectors' association spent great sums of money on
RYAN OF
detectives, including W. J. Burns'
agency. For two years now they have
degged the footsteps of every bridge- -

The present case now being tried
before Judge Albert Barnes Anderson
of the United States district court,
dates back before the Los Angeles
Times explosion and the Investigations cover some 87 other explosions
also. W. J. Burns, the detective, had
begun his work on it a month before
the Times disaster, just after three
explosions occurred at Peoria, 111.
District Attorney Charles W. Miller,
who will prosecute the case for the
government, will attempt to prove
that the defendants conspired and assisted in more than 30 dynamite and
e
explosions.
His star witness will be Ortie E.
dynamiter,
who was to have been the star witness in the McNamara trial at Los
Angeles.
McManigal is expected to plead
guilty himself, and to tell how he was
"put in this dynamiting business" by
Herbert S. Hockin, whom the government will charge with having been

men's union leader.
Senator John W. Kern will be the
chief counsel for the defendants, excepting the McNamara brothers, who
will not be arraigned, Ortie McMani
gal who will plead guilty, and J. J.

McCray, a former member of the executive board who has not been found.
W. N. Harding, a prominent member
of the Indianapolis bar, will share the

heavy legal work with Kern.
"The trial will last all of four
months," declares Attorney Miller.

JUDGE A. B. ANDERSON, WHO
PRESIDING AT THE TRIAL.
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PRESIDENT FRANK
THE STRUCTURAL.

NOTICE

TO CONTRACTORS.

Sealed proposals will be received
of
by the County Commissioners
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the 8th
day of October, 1912, for furnishing
all materials for one bridge to be built
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the
Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
All the material and work shall be
furnished and done in accordance
with plans and specifications made by
the Midland Bridge company of Kansas City, Missouri, on file in the office
of the County Clerk at Santa Fe,
where they may be seen and examin-

ed.

Each bid must be accompanied by
a certified check in the sum of ten
per cent of the amount of bid.
Parties desiring so to do, may also
submit plans and prices of their own,
and the Board of Commissioners reserves the right to reject any and
all bids or to accept any bid made
that in their judgment is for the best
"I think we can get through in two interest of Santa Fe County, New
Mexico.
months," says Senator Kern.
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
More than 800 witnesses will be
Chairman.
called. The defense may call the McAttest: M. O. ORTIZ. Clerk.
Namara brothers from their prison
cells in California. Getting a jury
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
will be the first big job.
says: "For the past two years I suffered with kidney trouble, had Bevere
pains across my back and over my
hips that almost meant death to me
at times. I used several well known
kidney remedies, but got no relief until I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
I can truthfully say made me a sound
and wellman." For sale by all

Colonist
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of sale, Sept. 25th to
October 10th, 1912.
s
allowed.
Remember the Low Summer
Tourist rates to California and return In effect until Sept 30th, 1912.
Dates

Stop-over-

CHARLES W. MILLER, U. S. DISTRICT ATTORNEY, WHO WILL CONDUCT
THE
LEFT; AND SENATOR JOHN W. KERN, CHIEF COUNSEL FOR DEFENDANTS.
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H. 5. LUTZ

Santa Fe. N.M.
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EiGHT.
NOTICE TO WATER
CONSUMERS OF SANTA

EVERY DAY
IS

A
i

Busy Day

F. A. Wootsey, a brakenian at Jacksonville, Texas, says: "I was down
A'ith kidney trouble and rheumatism
so bad I couid hardly get up, and had
backache all the time, and was almost
tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley
Kidney Pills and after taking one
bottle I was better, and when I had
taken two more I was thoroughly
cured." For sale by all Druggists.
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FOR QUALITY GROCERIES

Market Co.

Vegetables, Meats,

West Side of Plaza

Bakery Goods, Etc.
Have Added a Complete
Line of

Everything to Eat
Phone 4

GROCERIES

F. ANDREWS

S. SPITZ,

Phonef4

THE

To their Stock of Meats
Give Us a Trial.

X
THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 3. For X
New Mexico: Tonight and Fri- S day fair; not much change in X
X
temperature.
IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your business
a about advertising, subscriptions or
If
job work, please call up "31 W.
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."
The Guild of the Church of the
X
X Holy Faith will meet at 2:30
V o'clock tomorrow afternoon at
X the home of Mrs. Kate Hall.

X
X
X

X

;

KASNER
141 J.

j
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electric
always

work see
reasonable,

KAR auto iur hire. Phone

Aristocracy exists in this country- -it
is a sweet meat aristocracy called

Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have

AND

FLOWERS

CLOCKS

TriE CLARENDuN GARDEN

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

Reliable!

I

big-ca-

For reliable
Sparks. Prices
service prompt

PLAZA MARKET GO.

E

WATCHES
Time Pieces That Are

jj

LUMjj

n
You don't save money when you bay cheap or
baking powder.
Don 'I be mislead. Buy Calumet. It J more economical more wholesome
to
soda.
sour mtu and
give beet results. Calumet it far superior

bel's..

THE

HIGH-GRAD-
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I
Chicago. III.
Pari Exposition, France, IfU
March 1912.

That $75 Round Oak Base Burner
in Gerdes' store was bought at Goe- -

HEADQUARTERS FOR
i

"!!

xxxxx.xxxxx.xx

I

JEWELER

-RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
..qjj
World'. Pure Food Exposition, KK?'?'1E

LOCAL ITEMS.

Oysters,

Poultry,

DAKING POWDER

THE PLAZA

Fruits,

Groceries,

M

CALUMET

ledge of bak- insr requirements on your part is all that is necessary
to produce perfect bakings with Calumet Baking
Powder. Calumet by its purity and perfect leavening
qualities does the rest.
baking to Calumet and note the
f Leave your next
improvements also note the saving for Calumet is
economical in cost and use. All good grocers sell it.

,;

MAKE THEM A LITTLE BUSIER
Bv 'Phoniner Your Order

Just an ordinary

COMPANY.

WITH tfS!

H

Pure in ihe
Making
Sure in ihe
Baking

FE.

The irrigation season closes on Oc-- j
tcber 1 as is specified in our con-- j
tracts. As we have had an unusually
large amount of water used during
the summer, we shall strictly enforce
our rules with reference to irrigation
out of season. All consumers are
that any person
hereby notified
caught using city water for irrigation
purposes after October 1 will be disconnected with our service without
further notice.
SANTA FE WATER AND LIGHT

"The Home of Quality Groceries"

THURSDAY,

OCCASIONALLY.

Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

The Newest

Fall Models
IN

era in the hotel.
Forgot to Fee Minister It appears
that In his excitement and delight at
escaping reporters, H. J. Temple the
Sonora railroad superintendent, hurried to the depot and forgot to fee
the minister who had tied the matrimonial knot. This morning Rev. Mr.
McCollough received a witty telegram
from Mr. Temple in La Junta stating
that "the boss '(his wife) and I forgot about that" and praying forgiveness. The fee of course, will arrive
in a day or two, for Mr. Temple realizes his indebtedness to a minister in
whom he can confide.
Distilled Water and no other is
used in our Soda Fountain. Zook's
Pharmacy.
More Precious than Gold, a great
drama by Edison at the Elks' tonight,,
Rev. Mr. Shlmer Weds The many
friends of the Rev. James M. Shinier,
pastor of the St. John's Methodist
Episcopal church in thiB city, were
interested to hear that he will return
to Santa Fe a benedict. His bride
is Miss Helen R. Ward, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Homer H. Ward of Albuquerque. The wedding took place
there quietly Tuesday afternoon. The
romance began at the University of
New Mexico where bride and bridegroom were students. Mr. and Mrs.
now are on a wedding
Shinier
Journey.
Mrs. Hume to Speak Mrs. C. R.
Hume will speak at the Presbyterian
church here at 2 p. m. Saturday. She

OCT. 3, 1912.

under the auspices ot
the board of home missions of the
Presbyterian church and will arrive
here from Albuquerque tomorrow
neon. She is said to be a forceful
speaker.
That nifty suit you turned around
to look at was a product of the Capital Tailor and if you want to look
right in the eyes of your friends, you
will want a tailored garment, a garment made to fit your body and a garment that will keep its shape until
the' last thread is gone.
That is
where the money comes in, after the
ready made has been cast away, the
tailored suit Is still in use. The sale
on now means about ten to fifteen
dollars saved to you. Why not make
that.
is traveling

"

"Pin Ton's confections for the fastidious."
A Good Run of Pictures at the Elks'
tonight. Don't miss them.
FOR RENT
Nicely furnished
convensoutheast room, modern
iences. 114 Johnson street.
The regular meeting of the Ladies'
Aid society of St. John's M. E. church
will be held Friday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock in the basement of the church.
to be
All members are requested
present to consider business of Importance.
Pin Tons come in fcolors to harmonize with table decorations, cream
almonds, cream wafers, caramels,
fudge, 'buttermilk' 'and "San Igual'
are some of the names given to Pin
',,
Ton products.
Two Sample Suits in light colored
whipcords tomorrow only (special.)
Bust 36, waist 26, skirth length 38,
hips 42. W. H. Goebel Co.
See Alkali Ike play the Devil at the
Elks' tonight, x
The Woman's Aid society of the
Presbyterian church will meet at the
home of Mrs. John McFie Friday at
o'clock.
Over 500 People guessed correctly
that Zook would receive the Pin Ton
chocolates. What a rush there was!
you if you take advantage of itGovFormer
a
Year
Apples Kept
ernor W. T. Thornton is today showing
some apples that were grown in the
orchard of his sister, Mrs. Victory,
a year ago and have been kept in
the cellar ever since. They are in
fine condition and are eloquent proof
or this wonderfully dry climate. The
apples are of the winesap variety.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rem.
The finest rooms in the city, having
all wodern conveniences, Including
electric light, steam beat and batha.
The European Hotel, centrally located. State Progressive Headquart- -

FALL MILLINERY
WEST

IN

HATS,
FEATHERS,

ETC

MISS A. MUGLER,
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.

From a given amount of wood the

WILSON HEATER
will
with the Hot Blast Down-Draproduce twice as much heat as any
other. It is because the Down-Draconsumes all the fuel and the gases
which arise from it, whereas in other
heaters the gases, which constitute
the burnable part of the fuel, escape
unburned up the chimney. You can
start a fire in ten minutes and hold it
for 36 hours.
Remember, it is fuel cost which
?,
counts.
ft

ft

.

two-thirt- y

one-ha- lf

-

The IVilson saves

one-ha- lf

your

juel

bilL

Santa Fe Hardware
,

and Supply Co.
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Parisian Corsets

Will be on display during

Parisian Opening Week,
.

Which Will Be Held September 30th to October 5th.
If You Could Only
See Yourself
in the Parisiana corset

made specially for your
size and proportions, see
how this corset brings out
your good points, covers
up your weak ones, you
would realize how nearly
ideal your figure can be.

SECRET of a Beautiful Figure is the Corset. The
Corset is the one that fits not merely the
waist but the entire figure as well. If the Corset is
wrong the most beautifully tailored gown will be wrong.

THE

Ask for a Parisiana, the Guaranteed Corset
;

i

PARISIANS

CORSETS
are made in 48 styles.

Come in and ask for the
style designed for your
type of figure.

These wonderful shaping corsets are surprisingly
low in price. $1.00, $2.00
and up.
v
They are guaranteed to
bold their good shape and
style or you will receive a
newcorset without charge

s

Don't be satisfied with
an ordinary corset. The
same money will buy a

are the

Parisiana guaranteed to give
you satisfactory service and
to hold its good stupe and
style.

Right Foundation

Parisiana.

Parisian" Corsets

Parisian Corsets

wear longer than others
because the materials are '
better: if they should prove defective in any way,
you will receive a new corset without charge.
We have a Parisiana in the right size and style
for you. Will you come in

ENTIRE FIGURE!

to-da-
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Without Extra
Charge
Why take any risk when
you can be sure of satisfactory wear from a Parisiana
corset?
Its good style and shape
are there to stay. We
guarantee it. If the stays
should break or the fabric
split you will receive a
new corset without charge.

are the

Parisiana.

Best and Make

Grsets

an elegant figure and suit

as they are made to fit the

Guaranteed Corset

YOU EXACTLY!

(

y?

SAL MON

!--
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I

cost no more than ordinary
corsets i 1 .00 and up.

Come and see these
guaranteed corsets. Welcome whether you buy
or not.

